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A bstract
The problem of classifying the reduced phase spaces of the natural torus action 
on a generic coadjoint orbit of SU{n) is considered. The concept of a stratified 
fibre bundle is defined. It is proved th a t the orbit map of an equivariant fibre 
bundle is a stratified fibre bundle. This result is then used to give an iterative 
description of the reduced phase spaces of the torus action on a generic coadjoint 
orbit of SU{n). The theory is illustrated with a detailed examination of the 
n  =  3 case, that of the two torus action on a coadjoint orbit of S U (3).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 In troductory R em arks
The study of mechanical systems with symmetry has a long history culminating 
in the modern formulation of a Lie group G acting on a symplectic manifold 
(M, w) with associated equivariant momentum map
: M  —> g*
where g* is the dual of the Lie algebra of G. The name momentum map arises 
because in the case of M  =  the cotangent bundle of R®, and G =
translations, or G =  50(3), rotations, acting by lifted cotangent action the 
components of /j. correspond to those of linear or angular momentum respec­
tively.
The momentum map ^  is constant under the flow of Hamiltonian vector 
fields Y/i generated by G invariant functions h € C°°{M )^. Therefore if a  € g* 
is a regular value of the momentum map then the flow oi Y h remains on the 
submanifold =  /x“ ^(a). T hat is the original system M  can be reduced to a 
system Xa  of smaller dimension. The problem is that in general the momentum 
level set X q, is not necessarily a symplectic but only a pre-symplectic manifold. 
The symplectic form uj restricts to a closed form =  w|x^ on X ^  but it
may no longer be non-degenerate. The solution is to quotient out by the null 
foliation of wx» • The null foliation turns out to be generated by the Lie algebra 
go: of the stability subgroup Gq, =  {5  6  G : p • a  =  o:} of the coadjoint action of 
G on g*. This is the content of the Marsden-Weinstein reduction theorem
T h eo rem  1 .1 .1  (Symplectic Reduction Theorem [MW74]). Let a Lie group G 
act on the symplectic manifold (M, w) with Hamiltonian action and associated 
equivariant momentum map p, : M  —> g*. For a  e  g* let Gq, denote the stability 
subgroup at the point cx of the coadjoint action of G on q*. I f  a  is a regular 
value of the momentum map and Go. dcts freely and properly on p,~^{cx) then
can be given a unique symplectic structure cUq such that
7T*Wo, =  i*u:
where tt : —> Mq, is the natural projection and i : p,~^{cx.) M  is the
inclusion.
Reduction under weaker hypotheses, for example dropping that a  be a reg­
ular value of the momentum map, or requiring that Gq. acts freely on the mo­
mentum level set, has been the subject of much research ([SL91], [BL97] and 
[OR04]). The resulting singular symplectic reduction is discussed in detail later 
in this thesis.
The next question that might come to mind is for a given Lie group G what 
are the symplectic manifolds that possess a Hamiltonian G action? A starting 
point is to look at transitive group actions since any manifold can be decomposed 
into its group orbits. Given a transitive Hamiltonian G manifold M  its image 
under the momentum map // is contained in single orbit Oa — G - a o i coadjoint 
action of G on g* where a  =  n{m) and m e  M . It turns out that the coadjoint 
orbit Gq, is a symplectic leaf of the natural Poisson structure on g* given by the 
Poisson tensor B  e  =  g* x /\^(g) defined by
-Ba(& 0  = <  a , [ ,^C] >
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where a  G g* and (  E g. The resulting symplectic structure is known as 
the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau symplectic structure on the coadjoint orbit Oa 
([Kir62], [Kos70] and [Sou69]). It has been shown that if the first two co­
homology groups iï^(g) and i7^(g) of the Lie algebra g are trivial then essentially 
the only transitive Hamiltonian G spaces are the coadjoint orbits of G in g*.
T h eo rem  1.1,2 (The Coadjoint Orbit Covering Theorem [Kos66]). Let the Lie 
group G act with a transitive Hamiltonian action on a symplectic manifold M  ‘ 
and associated equivariant momentum map p, : M  —^ g*. I f  the first two co­
homology groups H^{q) and H^{q) of the Lie algebra g are trivial then /a is a 
covering map of M  onto a coadjoint orbit o fG .
If the Lie algebra g is semisimple then by the Whitehead lemmas [Whi37] the 
co-homology groups of g satisfy i?^(g) =  jT^(g) =  {0}. One particular choice 
of semisimple Lie algebra is G =  SU{n) the special unitai’y group given by
SU{n) =  {A G G L(n,C ” ) : (Ax, Ay) =  (x ,y), det(A) =  1 }
where (x ,y) =  the standard Hermitian inner product on C“ . The
Lie algebra su(n) of S U (n) is then
su(n) =  {A G L(C”’,C ” ) ; (Ax,?/) =  - ( x ,  Ay), tr(A) =  0 }
the vector space of traceless, anti-Hermitian n x n  matrices. The adjoint action 
of SU{n) on su(n) is given by matrix conjugation
Adyi(A) =  AAA^
where A G 5(7(n) and A G su(n). Now su(n) carries an Ad invariant inner 
product given by
(A, z/) =  tr(Atz/)
where A, zv G su(n). This enables an equivariant isomorphism to be setup be­
tween the Lie algebra su(n) and its dual su(n)*. That is the coadjoint orbits 
in su(n)* are in one to one correspondence with the adjoint orbits in 5u(n).
Since every Hermitian matrix can be diagonalised by an element of SU{n) the 
coadjoint orbits Ox are classified by n-tuples A =  (A i,. . . ,  A„) G M” where
Ox =  {AAA-i : A G SU{n)}
and A — diag(Ai,. , . ,  A )^ subject to =  0-
In general a Hamiltonian action of a Lie group G on a symplectic manifold 
M  with associated momentum map /x : M  g* restricts to a Hamiltonian 
action of a subgroup H  (Z G with associated momentum map given by
r  o /X : M  Ij*
where i* is the dual map of the inclusion of Lie algebras i : 1) —> g. Applying 
this result to the maximal torus subgroup =  {A G SU{n) : A  is diagonal} 
of SU{n) gives that the coadjoint orbit Ox is a Hamiltonian space with 
momentum map /x : —> Li_i given by
/x(AAA^) =  d i a g ( | | A + e i | | A ^ e ^ | | ^ )
where ||z|j;  ^ =  Z)r=i Ai and ei =  (0 , . . .  , 0 , 1 , 0 , . . .  , 0 ) is the standard 
basis vector of C”'.
As with the orbit of any group action the coadjoint orbit Ox can be described 
as a coset space
where the stability group Ga =  {A G SU{n) : AAAi' — A}. When all the 
eigenvalues (Ai, . . . ,  A^) are distinct then Ga =  In this generic case when
all the diagonal elements of A are distinct the structure of Ox will be examined 
using an iterative approach. Consider the following diagram
SU {n-l)< ^------  ^ SU{n) ± 1 ^  g 2n -i
A>~*AAA^
? c---------------  ^ Ox   ^ ?
The top line of this diagram is the classical representation of SU{n) as a principal 
SU{n — 1) bundle over S^n-i [Ste51] and [Hus94]). That is SU{n) is some
kind of twisted product between SU{n  — 1) and The hope is that the
second line of this diagram will enable the coadjoint orbit 0 \  to be described 
in a similar way. Understanding this second line however is the major driving 
force behind this thesis.
The map 5(7(n) —> Ox can be regarded as the quotient map of a torus 
action on 5(7(n) given by
T - A  = A T
where T  e  and A  £ SU{n). Using the bundle projection tt  : 5(7(n) 
^ 2n -i  -jpn-i torus actiou can be defined on 5 "^""  ^ which makes tt equivariant. 
The above diagram thus becomes a special case of 
 -t M  ------—  ^ B
 > M /G  B /G
where ^ = (M, t t ,  B) is a G equivariant fibre bundle and F  is the typical fibre of 
That is ^ is a fibre bundle such th a t the Lie group G acts on both M  and B  
with TT being equivariant with respect to these actions. The trouble is that in 
general the orbit map t v  : M /G  —> B /G  is no longer a fibre bundle. Indeed the 
orbit spaces M /G  and B /G  may no longer even be manifolds but are generically 
stratified spaces and the topology of the fibres ([()]) may vary from point to 
point where [h] G B /G .
This then motivates the definition of a stratified fibre bundle to be a mor­
phism between stratified spaces such that the restriction to each stratum  is a 
fibre bundle in the usual sense. Take as a simple example the height function on 
the sphere as shown in figure 1.1. This is not a traditional fibre bundle as the
fibre type changes between a point and a circle. W ith this definition the orbit
map TT : M /G  —» B /G  becomes a stratified fibre bundle with stratifications 
given by
^B/G = {0(H) ~  B(^ h ) /G  • H  C G}
^M/G = {M (k ,h ) = (M(X) n  7T“ ^(B(if)))/G : K  C .H  C G }
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Figure 1 .1 : Height function on the sphere
where B(h ) &nd M(x) are the H  and K  orbit type submanifolds of B  and M  
respectively. The restricted bundle ^(k ,h ) =  is then
an ordinary fibre bundle with typical fibre
where Fb =  ■7r“ ^(6) and = {x  £ F^ — gKg~^ C H  with g £ G}.
The purpose of this thesis is to flesh out the definition of a stratified fibre 
bundle. This definition is then used to show that the orbit map of an equivariant 
fibre bundle does indeed give a stratified fibre bundle. Finally these ideas are 
used to describe the reduced phase spaces of a generic coadjoint orbit of SU{n).
1.2 O utline o f T hesis
The thesis will be arranged as follows.
Chapter 2 Background
This chapter begins with a discussion of stratified spaces, in particular 
looking at the orbit type stratification of a proper action of a Lie group 
on a manifold. The theory of singular symplectic reduction of a proper 
Hamiltonian action of a Lie group on a symplectic manifold is then pre­
sented.
Chapter 3 Stratified Fibre Bundles
The definition of a stratified fibre bundle and a morphism between two 
stratified fibre bundles is given. The proof of the equivariant fibre bun­
dle theorem 3.2.3 that the orbit map of an equivaiiant fibre bundle is a 
stratified fibre bundle follows. The chapter ends with several examples to 
illustrate this theorem.
Chapter 4 Coadjoint O rbits o f SU{n)
The symplectic structure of the coadjoint orbits of a general Lie group G 
is presented fi'om the point of view of the dual Lie algebra g* as a Pois­
son manifold. The discussion then looks at the specific case of coadjoint 
orbits Ox of SU{n). Finally a Hamiltonian torus action on Ox with 
corresponding momentum map is given.
Chapter 5 Sym plectic R eduction  on Ox
The equivariant fibre bundle theorem is used in proposition 5.1.1 to give 
a description of a coadjoint orbit Ox of 5(7(n) as a stratified fibre bundle. 
The fibres of this stratified bundle can be expressed as a torus bundle over 
a coadjoint orbit Ox' of 5(7(n — 1). A similar technique is then used in 
proposition 5.2.1 on the orbit space Again the fibres of this
stratified fibre bundle can be expressed as a torus bundle over the 
orbit space TT""^\Gx'. Finally the stratified bundle picture of the orbit 
space is restricted to a single momentum value a  in conjecture
5.3.1 to give a description of the reduced phase spaces Ox,a of the 
torus action on Ox- Once more the fibres of this stratified fibre bundle 
can be expressed as a torus bundle over a reduced phase space Ox',a' of 
the action on a coadjoint orbit Ox> of SU{n — 1).
Chapter 6 Exam ples
The theory outlined in chapter 5 is illustrated with two examples. First 
the 5(7(2) case is presented. This is quite straight forward as the reduced 
phase spaces are just single points. Then, motivated by the results stated
_L^
in [GLS96] example 3.1.1 for regular symplectic reduction, a detailed ex­
amination of symplectic reduction of the natural torus action on a 
generic coadjoint of 5(7(3) follows.
Chapter 7 Conclusions
This chapter presents conclusions together with areas for future research.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Stratified  Spaces
A stratification of a space is the partitioning of the space into a disjoint union 
of manifolds which fit together in a compatible way.
D efin ition  2 .1 .1 . A stratification of a topological space M  is a locally finite
partition S m  of M  into locally closed subsets such that,
1 . Each S  € Sm  is a smooth manifold in the topology induced from M .
2. Each pair 8 1 , 8 2  G Sm  with 8 1  n  62  0 satisfies 8 1  £ 8 2 -
where 8  denotes the closure of 8  in M . The submanifolds 8  E Sm ore called 
the strata of the stratification.
Remark. The second property in the definition of a stratified space is known as 
the frontier condition.
Note that the above definition of stratified space does not require the strata 
to be connected but this can always be achieved by refining the given partition 
into its connected components. For a more in depth discussion of stratified 
spaces and related topics see [PflOl] and [OR04].
A standard example of a stratified space is given by the stratification by 
orbit type of a manifold M  on which a Lie group G acts properly.
D éfin ition  2 .1 .2 . A continuous map f  X  Y  between topological spaces 
X  and Y  is a proper map i f  for any sequence of points Xn E X  such that 
limn_»c» /(a^n) =  y there exists a convergent subsequence such that limfc_^ .oo Xn^ 
X and f{x )  = y.
D efin ition  2.1.3. A Lie group G acts properly on manifold M  if
1. G acts on M .
2. The map $ : G x M —> M x M  given by
— {m ,g- m)
is a proper map.
Introduce the G invariant partition of M ,
^(H ) = {x E M  : Gx is conjugate to H }
where G® =  {5» G G : 5  • x =  x} is the stability group of the point x  E M  and 
B  C G is a closed Lie subgroup. The set M(jj) is called the stratum  of orbit 
type H. In order to show that M (h ) is a submanifold of M the equivariant 
tubular neighbourhood theorem is required. The normal bundle v{G • x) of the 
orbit G X is isomorphic to the associated fibre bundle G x^^ Nx
G x N x   G Xg, Nx
G -------------  ^ G/Gx
where Nx =  TxM /Tx{G  • x) is the fibre of u{G • x) at x and the action of G* 
on Nx is induced by the natural action of Gx on Ta,M which leaves Tx{G ■ x) 
invariant. The associated bundle G Xg^ Nx is defined to be the quotient of 
G X Nx under the twisted G action g ' {g‘,n) = • n).
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T h eo rem  2.1.4 (Equivariant Tubular Neighbourhood Theorem). Assume that 
a Lie group G acts properly on a manifold M . Then there exists an equivari­
ant diffeomorphism between an open neighbourhood of the zero section of the 
associated fibre bundle G N x , where Nx =  TxM /Tx{G • x), and an open 
neighbourhood of the orbit G ■ x  in M .
This was first proved in [Kos53] for the case of a compact Lie group action 
and extended to the case of a proper Lie group action in [Pal61b].
The property of being a submanifold is a local one and so it is possible to 
use the local description of M  as a tubular neighbourhood to investigate the 
local structure of M(h ) • Therefore taking M  to have the form of the associated 
vector bundle M  — G x ^  N  gives,
"X-H N)(jj'^
=  {[s', n] € G XH iV : G[p,n] is conjugate to H}
= G x h N ^
where N ^  = {n E N  : h • n  = n £ov all h E H]  is the fixed point set of the H  
action on N , Since N ^  is a vector subspace of N  it follows that G Xh  N ^  is a 
subbundle of G x h  N  and so it is also a submanifold.
D efin ition  2.1.5. Let {M ,S m ) be a stratified space. A subset N  C M  is a 
stratified subspace whenever the induced partition,
B Pi Sm  =  { X r \ N  : X  E «Sm}
is a stratification of N .
Consider the more general situation of the intersection of two stratifications S m  
and S 'm  of M . Generally the partition
Sm G s'M — {A n X'  : X  E Sm  &nd X' E S'm }
is not a stratification of M  as the intersection of two submanifolds is not neces­
sarily a submanifold. However if the two stratifications are transverse to each
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other, that is each stratum  of S m  is transverse to each stratum  of B'm» then 
S m  is indeed a stratification of M  (see [Mat70]).
D efin ition  2 .1 .6 . Let (M ,S m ) ond {N ,S n ) be two stratified spaces. A con­
tinuous map f  : M  N  is a morphism between the stratified spaces if  for each 
S  G S m i
1. There exists a stratum S f  G S ^  such that f{S )  C  S f.
2. The restriction f \ s  : S  S f  is smooth.
The composition of two stratified morphisms maps strata into strata  and also 
restricts on each stratum  to a composition of two smooth maps. Thus the 
composition of two stratified morphisms is again a stratified morphism.
D efin ition  2.1.7. Let (M ,S m ) ond (N ,S h ) be two stratified spaces. A mor­
phism f  : M  N  between the stratified spaces M  and N  is an isomorphism if 
there exists a morphism g : N  M  between the stratified spaces N  and M  such 
that f o g  — idn  and go  f  = idM-
The next lemma shows that the frontier condition is essentially a local prop­
erty.
L em m a 2.1.8. Let S \ and S 2 be subsets of a topological space M. I f  for all 
s E S \ there exists an open set U in M  containing s such that
5 i  n (7 C 5g n ( 7
then S i C ^ 2 ‘
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Proof. Let the open set containing the point s be denoted by C/s and so
Si = S i n ( U  U.) 
= U ( ^ i n  U.) 
c
s£Si
c  l J ( S 2 n t 7.)
sÇ,Si
= S i n i l J V , )
sGSi
C ^ 2
□
This lemma can be used to show that the orbit type submanifolds of
a proper group action satisfy the frontier condition. Let M(h ) and be
orbit type submanifolds such that M(^) n  M(h ) ^  0- This implies that K  <z H  
after maybe replacing B  by a conjugate subgroup. Let m  G M(h ) be given then 
take U to be the open neighbourhood of the orbit G • m given in the equivariant 
tubular neighbourhood theorem. Since B  is a compact group there exists a B  
invariant inner product on the normal vector space N . Thus
M C \U  ^  G x h N
= { G x h N ' ) x N ^
where N'  is the orthogonal complement of in N  with respect to the chosen 
B  invariant inner product on N.  The orbit type submanifolds are given by
n U  = G Xh  
=  G / H x N ^
^{K )  n  C/ =  {G Xh  N )(h )
=  (G JV(V)g) X AT»
where = {a £ N ' : Hn = gKg~^ C B  with g E G}. Now is
invariant by the multiplication of non-zero scalars and so the origin lies in its
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closure This gives
n  G a  G / H x N ^ '
C (G XH iV'jjjg) X JV«
— M(h ) n  u
and so by the above lemma M(/<-) C M(h )- In summary
T h eo rem  2.1.9 (Orbit Type Stratification Theorem). Assume that a Lie group 
G acts properly on the manifold M . Then the orbit type submanifolds M (u) = 
{m  G M  : Gm is conjugate to H } form a stratification of M .
See [DK99] and [PflOl] for further discussion and more historical references.
Remark, That the orbit type submanifolds are locally finite follows from that 
the fact that the G space G x j j  N  only has finitely many orbit types when H  
is compact subgroup of G.
Remark, Again by using the local model for a proper group action given in the 
equivariant tubular neighbourhood theorem it can be shown that the quotient 
partition
^M/G =  {M (h )/G  : B  is an orbit type of M ]  
is a stratification of the orbit space M /G .
Remark. Strictly speaking it is the connected components of the orbit type 
submanifolds M(h ) that form the stratification. This is because it is possible for 
these components to have different dimensions. It is understood that throughout 
this thesis that connected components are to be taken where necessary.
The next definition details what it means for a Lie group to act on a stratified 
space.
D efin ition  2.1.10. Let {M ,S m ) be a stratified space and G a Lie Group. Then 
M  is a G-stratified space if
1. G acts on M .
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2. For each S  G Sm there exists a subgroup Gs C G such that S  C M(Gs)'
3. For each g E G the map : M  M  given by $g(m) — g - m  is a 
morphism of (M, $ m )-
The definition ensures that strata  are mapped diffeomorphically onto strata by 
the action of G. Let g E G and S  E S m - Then there exists a stratum  Sg E S m  
such that
9'  S<ZSg
but (5'“  ^ • Sg) n  5  0 and so {g~^ • Sg) C S.  Therefore the action of g maps S
smoothly onto Sg with smooth inverse given by the action of g~^.
D efinition 2.1.11, Let (M ,Sm ) be a stratified space and G a Lie Group. Then 
M  is a proper G-stratified space if
1. M  is a G-stratified space.
2. The map ^ : G x M —^ M x M  given by
^{g ,m ) = (m ,g - m)
is a proper map.
Given a proper G-stratified space (M, S m )  the second property in the definition 
2.1.10 is a compatibility condition between the given stratification Sm  of M and 
the orbit type stratification S 'm  =  B  is an orbit type of M} of M.
Essentially it ensures that the intersection of the these two stratifications
S m  G 5  M  — { 5  G : S  G S m  end G
is itself a stratification of M.
2.2 Singular S ym p lectic  R eduction
In order to modify the local model of a proper action of a Lie group G on a 
manifold M , as given in the equivariant tubular neighbourhood theorem, to
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the symplectic setting it is necessary to take a closer look at the normal space 
TxM /Tx{G  • x) where x E M . This is achieved using the W itt-Artin [Art63] 
decomposition of a symplectic vector space similar to the decomposition used 
in the case of a vector space with a symmetric bilinear form in [Wit37].
Assume that G has a proper and Hamiltonian action on the symplectic 
manifold (M,w) with equivariant momentum map g. \ M  ^  q*. Denote by 
T  = T x{G 'x)  the tangent space to the orbit G • x at the point x. In general the 
subspace T  is not symplectic since the restriction of the symplectic form to 
T will be degenerate. The null space of T  is
To =  T  n
where =  {u E T x M  : <jJx{v,t) =  0 for all t  G T} is the symplectic comple­
ment of T  in TxM . Since the action of action of G on M  is proper the stability 
group Gx = {g E G : g - X — x} is compact. It is thus possible to construct 
a Gx invariant metric on TxM . Define the subspace Ti to be the orthogonal 
complement of Tq in T  with respect to this metric
Ti = T n T ô ^
and so T  =  T q  © T i. The null space of the symplectic complement T^ ®^ is also 
given by To =  T^^ DT. Define the subspace JVi to be the orthogonal complement 
of To in T ^ '
N i = T'^- n  Ti-
giving T ‘^ » =  To © N \. The subspaces Ti ^  T /T  n  T^= and N i T^= /T  (1 T ‘^ “ 
are both maximal symplectic subspaces of T  and T^^ respectively. Finally define 
the subspace N q to be the orthogonal complement of the spaces constructed so 
far
No =  (To © Tl © N i)^  =  (T-k T^")-^ .
This gives the W itt-Artin decomposition of TxM  in terms of three symplectic 
subspaces
TxM =  T  © AT =  Tl © (Tq © JVq) © N\
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where N  = No ® Ni  ^  • x) is the normal space to the orbit G • x
at X .  The subspace N i =  T^'=(G • x)/T x(G  • x) D Tx(G • x)*^ ® is known as the 
symplectic normal to the orbit tangent subspace Ta,.(G • x).
Further properties of the Witt-Artin decomposition are given in the following
T h eo rem  2.2.1 (Witt-Artin Decomposition). Let the Lie group G have a 
proper and Hamiltonian action on the symplectic manifold (M,w) with equiv­
ariant momentum map /x : M  —> g*. For a point x E M  fix a G^ invariant 
metric on TxM . Then the tangent space TxM  has the following decomposition 
into three symplectic subspaces
TxM  =  Tl ® (To © N q) © N \
where
1 . The subspace To is a Lagrangian subspace of (Ti © Ni)^^ and is given by
To =  Ta;(G ' x) nTg(G  • x)*^ ® =  • æ : G g«} =  Qa/Bx
where a  =  /x(x), ga =  {^ G g : • a  =  a} and gx =  {C G g : ■ æ =  x}
2. The subspace Ti is a maximal symplectic subspace ofTx(G -x) and is given 
by
Tl =  Tx(G . x) n ^  Tx{G • x)/(T ,(G  • x) n T,(G • x)^^) .
The symplectic structure on T\ is the pull back under the momentum map 
of the standard Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau symplectic structure on the coad­
joint orbit Oa through ot.
3. The subspace No is the Lagrangian complement ofTo in (Ti © Ni)'^^ and 
is given by
No =  (Ji(G  • x) + 2 ;(G  “  (b«/bO*
where the isomorphism is obtained by identifying To with its annihilator 
Tq using and hence N q with Tq .
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4- The subspace N± is a maximal symplectic subspace ofTx (G  • and is 
given by
Ni =TL(G- n PJ. Tx(G • xr-/ iTx{G  • x) n T,,(G • xr'-)  .
It is called the symplectic normal space of the orbit G • x  at the point x.
5. The symplectic structure on Tq © N q is the standard symplectic structure 
on the direct sum of a vector space and its dual.
All orthogonal complements have to be taken with respect to the fixed Gx invari­
ant metric on Tx{M).
For further discussion and details of the W itt-Artin decomposition see [BL97], 
[OR04] and [MRS88].
Remark. A subspace M/ ofa  symplectic vector space (V, w) is called Lagrangian 
if it is equal to its own symplectic complement
= W  .
Having obtained a description of the normal subspace Nx to the orbit G • x  
at the point a; £ M  it is now possible to use this in the associated bundle model 
given in the equivariant neighbourhood theorem
y  =  G N x = G  Xg  ^ [(fla/Sa:)* X A4]
where A4 is the symplectic normal of Tc(G - æ). The tangent space Tg.x{Y) is 
given by
Tg.x(Y) T x { G -x )® i3 jQ x r ® M x
~  'I'x © (Sa/Sa:) © (Sa/Sæ) ©A4 
^  Tx{M)
where Tx is the symplectic tangent of Tx{G 'x). This gives a W itt-Artin decom­
position of the tangent space Tg.x{Y). The symplectic form on Tx{Y) is
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thus made up from the sum of the three symplectic forms on each of the three 
symplectic subspaces
0 (a:) =  Wi(a;) +  ^ 2(3;) +  ^ 3 (2 )
where
1. a>i(æ) is the pull back under the momentum map of the standard Kirillov- 
Kostant-Souriau symplectic structure on the coadjoint orbit Oa
w i(æ )([^ i • æ], [^ 2 • æ]) = <  a ,  [ & ,6 ]  >
where [^1 • æ], [^2 ■ e  7^ and a  =  /u,(x).
2 . W2(æ) is the standard symplectic structure on the direct sum of vector 
space and its dual given by
^ 2(a^)(( i^> û!i)> (<^2 > 0:2)) = <  CKl, 62 >  — <  « 2, Cl > 
where (Ci,CKi), (6 , 0 :2) E (Sa/flx) © (Sa/Oa,)*-
3. u>3 {x) is the standard symplectic structure on a symplectic normal space 
given by
W3 (x)([u], [w]) =  ujx{v,u)
where [u], [u] E A4 -
It can be shown ([BL97] and [OR02]) that defines a non-degenerate closed 
two form on the zero section of the bundle G [ ( f l a / f l x ) *  x A4] G/Gx 
and so gives a suitable symplectic structure on an open neighbourhood of this 
zero section. W ith this symplectic structure on the associated bundle it is 
now possible to state the equivariant neighbourhood theorem in the symplectic 
setting
Theorem  2.2.2 (The Equivariant Symplectic Neighbourhood Theorem). Let
the Lie group G have a proper and Hamiltonian action on the symplectic man­
ifold (M,w) with equivariant momentum map : M  Then there exists
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an equivariant symplectomorphism between an open neighbourhood of the zero 
section of the associated fibre bundle G Xg* [(Sa/flx)* x A4], with the symplectic 
structure given above, and an open neighbourhood of the orbit G • x in M . The 
subspace A4 = Tx(G ' x)^=^/{Tx{G • x) r\Tx{G • is the symplectic normal of 
Tx{G • x), the point a  = /n(x), the subalgebras 0a =  {C E g : adT^ • a  — a] and 
=  {C E g : Cm -33 =  a;}.
See [BL97], [OR02] and [OR04] for further details.
The action of p € G on [h,r},v] € G Xg  ^ [ ( S a / f l x ) *  x A4] given by
g-[h,r},v] =  [gh,T],v]
is equivariantly symplectomorphic to the Hamiltonian action of G on M with 
corresponding momentum map jj. : M  g*. Therefore the action on G 
[(flo/flx)* X  A4] is also Hamiltonian and must have a momentum map associated 
with it. Again the momentum map is given by the sum of three different terms 
corresponding to a contribution from each of three forms , wg and W3
J = /zi + //2 + /is
where
1 . pi is the pull back of the standard momentum map on the coadjoint orbit 
Oa given by the inclusion i ; Oq, g*.
2 . p 2 is the pull bade of the standard momentum map on the cotangent bun­
dle T*G  given by the projection p ; G x g* —> g* under the diffeomorphism 
T*G ^  G X  g*.
3. /is is the pull back of the standard momentum map J>4 : A4 — 0  ^ of the 
linear group action of Gx on the vector space A4 given by
<  JVx(w),C > =  (C • V, v)
where v 6  A4, C E 0® and g* has been identified as a subspace of g* using 
the chosen Gx invariant inner product.
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The explicit form of the momentum map in terms of the slice co-ordinates 
is given by the following
* (^[5, Î3]) =  ( a -1-p -f  (v))
where [g,rj,v] 6 G [(Sa/fix)* x A4] and a  =  p{x). This is known as the
Marle-Guillemin-Sternberg normal form of a momentum map and was originally 
derived in [Mar84], [Mar85] and [GS84].
Having derived a local model for the symplectic manifold (M, w) and the 
momentum map p : M  —» g* it is possible to use these to give a corresponding
local model of the reduced phase space p~^{Oa)/G. It can be shown that if
the coadjoint orbit Oa is locally closed in g* then there exists a Gx invariant 
neighbourhood Yq C .Y  =  G xq^ [(0a/0x)* x A4] of the zero section in Y  such 
that the following holds
n To =  {b,î?,'y] G To : P =  0 and JmM  ~  0} •
For more details see [BL97] and [OR04]. Now let H  denote the subgroup Gx
and so the orbit type submanifold Y(h ) is given by,
Y(H) = {G X h  [(0a/W* X A4])(/f)
=  c ? x f l [ ( w t ) r  x M .1 "
where [(ga/W* X A4]^ is the fixed point set of the linear action of H  on the 
vector space (ga/l))* x A4- The local model for the orbit type stratum  of 
J~^{Oa) becomes
( j - i ( o „ ) n y ( H ) ) n i o  =  ( G x h [{o} x j ;;^»(o)]»)nro
=  { G /H x { 0 } x A f« ) n Y o
^  ( G /S x J \ f ^ ) r
where the second equality follows from the fact th a t (0)^ =  and {G /H x  
M ^ )r  denotes an open subset of the zero section of the bundle G /H  x —-
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G /H . The quotient by the group action of G thus becomes
(j-'(c?a)ny(H )nyo)/G  =  ({e} x {o} xA 4")nyo/G
^  (A/^)r
where is an open neighbourhood of the zero vector in . As the
subspace is a symplectic subspace of the vector space A4 the orbit type
stratum  (/Li“ ^(OQ.)nM(^))/G of the reduced phase space p “ ^(G «)/G  is modelled 
locally on the symplectic manifold A /^. In summary
T h eo rem  2.2.3 (The Singular Symplectic Reduction Theorem). Let the Lie 
group G have a proper and Hamiltonian action on the symplectic manifold 
(M, w) with equivariant momentum map p  ; M  —> g*. Fix o: G g* such that 
the coadjoint orbit Oa = G - a  is locally closed in g*. Then
1. The reduced phase space Ma — p~^{Oc/)/G is a stratified space with each 
stratum being a symplectic submanifold.
2. The stratification of Ma is given by
<Sm„ =  =  {p~^{Oa) n  M(^jj))/G '. H  is an orbit type on M } .
3. The symplectic structure on the stratum M ^ ^  is given uniquely by 
where
(a) : p~^{Oa) n  M(jf) M  is the inclusion into M .
(b) : /z“ ^(Ga)nM (/f) —> Ma^^ is the projection onto the orbit space
M f ) .
(c) : p~^{Oa) n  M(h) 0* is the restriction of p.
(d) u>o„ i^ Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau symplectic form on Oa-
This was first proved in [SL91] for case of compact group actions and ex­
tended to the case of proper group actions in [BL97].
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Chapter 3
Stratified Fibre Bundles
3.1 Stratified  F ibre B undles
Having defined what is meant by a stratified space and a morphism between 
stratified spaces it is now possible to give the definition of a stratified fibre 
bundle.
D efin ition  3.1.1. A stratified fibre bundle ^ =  (M, tt, B) is a triple such that,
1 . {M ,Sm ) and {B ,S b ) are stratified spaces.
2. TT : M  B  is a morphism between stratified spaces.
3. For each S  G S m  the restriction =  (6", is a fibre bundle where
Stt is the stratum of S b  such that 7t(5) C S jt.
For a definition of a stratified fibre bundle in the topological setting not related 
to the symplectic point of view see [BF04]. The construction of a stratified 
fibre bundle in the aforementioned paper is based on the use of CW-complexes, 
attaching maps and a structure category of possible fibres. The purpose of the 
scheme is to develop a stratified K-theory generalising the K-theory [Ati67] of 
Atiyah and Hirzebruch. The approach differs greatly in language and aim to the
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one presented here not least in the fact that it does not develop the interplay 
between stratified fibre bundles and group actions.
D efin ition  3.1.2. A morphism between two stratified fibre bundles 6  =  
and 6  =  (MgiTTg.Bg) is a pair ( f,g )  such that
1 . f  : Ml Mg is a morphism between stratified spaces.
2. g : B \ B 2 is a morphism between stratified spaces.
3. The following diagram is commutative
M l 
f
Mg
4 . The restriction of the pair ( f,g )  to the strata S  G Smi and G Sbi
7Ti [s 4  S.?ri
/ I s SiSn,
is a morphism of fibre bundles.
Remark. The stratum  in the bottom  right corner of the commutative diagram 
in property 4 of the definition could be obtained in one of two ways, either 5go7ri 
or Snzof- These are in fact the same as the commutative diagram in property 3 
ensures that p o tti =  TTg o / .
Continuing the example of a manifold M with a proper action of Lie group 
G a local model can be obtained for the restricted orbit map : M(/f) —>
For each x  G M(/j) there exits a open set U containing x  such that
M(g) n  [/ ^  { G / H ) x N ^
(M(H)nC7)/G ^  ,
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The restricted orbit map is therefore modelled locally by the projection
{G/H ) X with typical fibre G /H , That is C =  (M ,7t,M /G ) is a
stratified fibre bundle. In summary this gives the following proposition
P ro p o s itio n  3.1.3. Let the Lie group G act properly on the manifold M . Then 
C =  M /G ) is a stratified fibre bundle where
1 . TT : M  ^  M /G  is the orbit space projection æ G - æ.
2. M  is stratified by orbit type, S m  = : H  is a closed Lie subgroup o /G ).
3. M /G  is stratified by the projection of orbit type, S m / g =  :
G iSm }-
4- The restriction M[H)/G is a smooth fibre bundle with
fibre G /H .
3.2 T he Equivariant Fibre B undle T heorem
Consider a fibre bundle ^ =  (M, 7t,5) with compact fibre on which the Lie 
group G acts properly on both M  and B. If the bundle projection ir : M  B  
is equivariant with respect to these actions the orbit map tt : M /G  B /G  is 
then a stratified fibre bundle
4 BM
M /G  —^  B /G
The proof of this result is the content of the equivariant fibre bundle theorem 
3.2.3. First a couple of preliminary lemmas are required.
L em m a 3.2.1. Let ^ =  (M, tt, B) be a fibre bundle. Then for any subset U C. B
7r-i(t/) = 7 r-i(î7 ) .
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Proof. For any continuous map C tt ^(U) since tt ^(17) is a closed set
containing 7r“ ^(l7). Let m  G n~^{U). Then either 7r(m) G 17 or 7r(m) is a limit
point of U. If ir{m) G U then m  G 7t“ ^(I7) C 7r~^(17). If 7r(m) is a limit point of 
U then there exists a sequence of points Un ^  U such that lim,^_oo Un = ir{m). 
Now C is a fibre bundle and so there exists an open set V C B containing 7r(m) 
such that 7r“ ^(y) = V  x  F. Since lim„_^oo Un =  7r(m) G V  there exists no G N 
such that Un E V  for all n > no. Choosing =  (n„+no,/) G 7r“ ^(y) where 
f  e  F  is given by m =  (7r(m),/) G 7r“ ^(V') creates a sequence run G
with limn-icxD rrin =  (?r(ni), / )  =  yn G 7r~^(17). □
L em m a 3.2.2. Let tt : M  —> B be a closed continuous map between topological 
spaces M  and B . Then for any subset U C. M
7r(U) = ir{U) .
Proof. For any continuous map 7t(Z7) C t^{U) since any limit point of U maps 
to a limit point of n{U) by continuity. Now 7r(t/) is closed since tt is a  closed
map and therefore 7r(B) C 7t([/) as 7t(77) is a closed set containing n{U). □
It is now possible to state and prove the equivariant fibre bundle theorem.
T h eo rem  3.2.3 (Equivariant Fibre Bundle Theorem). Let C =  (M ,t t , B) be 
a fibre bundle with Lie group G acting properly on both M  and B . Suppose 
further that the fibre of C is compact and that tt is equivariant with respect to 
these actions.
M  ------— > B
M/a  —^  B /G  
Define S b , S m , S b /g and S m /g as follows,
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S b  = {B{h ) : is an orbit type on B }
S m  =  = ^{K )  ri7r“ ^(B(yj)) : B(h) G S b  and K  is an orbit type on M }
Bb / g — {B(h ) : ■S(H) =  and B(jy) G Bg}
Bm / g =  : ^(K ,H ) = ^ { k ,h )/G  and G 5m} •
Then
1 . The collections S b , Sm , S b /g  and Sm /g  are stratifications of B , M , B /G  
and M /G  respectively.
2 . The orbit bundle C/C? =  {M /G, k , B /G ) is a stratified fibre bundle.
3. The fibre of the restricted bundle i{K,H) ~  { ^ { k ,h )^‘^ {k ,h ))B(^h )) above 
the point [6] G B(gj is given by
{ F [ b ] ) ( K , H )  =
G
H ~
where Fb = tt ^{b) and = {x  G Fb : = gKg   ^ C B  with g G
G) and H  — G&.
Proof. The proof will proceed with the following steps:
a. Show that the collections 5g , S m , S b / g S m / g are stratifications.
b. Show that the orbit map ^  is a morphism of stratified spaces.
c. Show that the restricted bundle !(/<■,//) =  { ^ { k ,h ),^{k ,h ),B(^b )) is a fibre 
bundle with fibre
(Ai)(/og
H
Define the partitions S b , S m , S b / g and S m / g as above. 5g  and S b / g are 
just the normal partitions by orbit type and so indeed define stratifications of B 
and B /G  respectively. T hat the partitions S m  and S m /g also give stratifications
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for M  and M /G  respectively will be proved in a sequence of lemmas following 
the rest of this proof, in particular lemma 3.2.5 and lemma 3.2.6.
The orbit map tt  is a continuous map between the topological spaces M /G  
and B /G  since for any open set Û C  B /G  the set
# - '(& )  =  [ n -^ U )) /G
is also open as it is the image of an open set under the open mapping M  M /G  
where U = {b g B  \ [b] E Û}. The fibre bundle map n : M  B  maps the 
stratum  M(^ k h^ ) E 5m into the stratum  G S b  and so it follows th a t the 
orbit map % then maps M^k ,h ) E S m / g into B(g) G S b / g - That the orbit map 
TT is smooth when restricted to stra ta  will be a consequence of the fact that the 
restricted map is a fibre bundle and so is locally given by a projection which is 
a smooth mapping.
Let [b] G B /G  h e  given and denote the stability group Gb of the point b G B  
by H. By the equivariant tubular neighbourhood theorem there exists a H  
invariant slice S  C. B  through b G B  such that
G x h  S ^ G - S  C B  .
Since C =  (M, t t , B) is a fibre bundle there also exists an open neighbourhood 
U C B  o î b  G B  such that
^ U x F b
where Fb =  7t“ ^(6) is the fibre of the bundle C above the point b. Now 5  H B is 
an open neighbourhood of the point b in the submanifold 5. Since H  is compact 
and 6 is a fixed point of the H  action there exists a H  invariant neighbourhood 
V  C 5  n B. Restricting attention to the G invariant neighbourhood G • V  gives 
the following diagram
G • T T-\V )  C M  —^  G - V c B
G x g 7 r " i ( y )  ---- : ------G x h V
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where the vertical maps are equivariant diffeomorphisms. The fact that the map 
between G • 7t“ ^(V’) and G x j j  7t“ ^(V’) is an equivariant diffeomorphism follows 
from the slice properties of V  and the equivariance of t t . This then gives a local 
model for the fibre map tt  given by
tt- . Gx h  7T“ ^(y) - ^ G x h V  [(5,v')] 1-^  [(^,7t(u'))]
which can be used to study the restriction • ^ { k ,h ) —> -B(g). Now
G - y n B ( g )  ^  (G Xg y)(g )
=  G x a V ^
G ■ (V) n  =  (G Xh
=  ( G x H 7 r - ' ( 0 ) m
SÎ (G XH X
where the local trivialisation 4> : 7r~^(y^) x Fb has been used. The
action of G B  on (u, / )  G x Fb is given by using this trivialisation
h - { v j )  = <l>{h-(f)-'^{vj))
=  (v,<l>vih,f))
since v is in the fixed point set of the B  action on the slice V.  The functions 
4>v : H  X Fb Fb define a family of B  actions on Fb parameterised by u. As 
(py gives the action on a compact group B  on a compact space Fb it is possible 
to use the rigidity theorem (see [Pal61a] and appendix B.5 in [GGK02]) to 
equivariantly straighten out these actions. T hat is there exists an open set 
C  containing b G and a family of diffeomorphisms ipy : Fb Fb 
depending smoothly on v G such that the following diagram
H x F b  ------   k Fb
H X F ,
is commutative. Using the equivariant diffeomorphisms to straighten out the B
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action on x Fb thus gives
G ■ 7r“ ^(W'^) n  =  (G x g  Fb){ i^i) x
=  { G x h ( F , \ k )c ) x W “
where (i4)(/<-)o = {x G Fb : — gKg~^ c  H  with g G G} and H  =  Gb-
Projecting down to the orbit space the restriction ^{k ,h ) ^ {K ,h ) B(g) 
also has a local model,
(G x „ n - H W « ) \K .H )  ( G x „ » '« ) ( h )
w  X m \ K ) o V H
and so Tt{^ K,H) is a fibre bundle map with typical fibre ((i4 )(/f)g )/B .
□
Remark. For h G B(g), Fb =  7t~^(6), Gb = H  and K  C H  the space
can be expressed as the union of disjoint manifolds each of orbit type K '  =
gKg~^ C  H  w i t h  g G G. Explicitly
(Afa)(/i")g — U  iBb)^gKg-'-)
where N § {K ) — {g G G : gKg~^ c  H }. The union is in fact a finite union of 
disjoint manifolds as the action of a compact group on a compact manifold has 
only a finite number of orbit types. The resulting partition Spt, =  :
K  C  H }  gives a stratification of Fb.
Remark. Again for b G B(h ), Rb — ■7r“ ^(6), Gb ~  H  and K  C. H  the quotient 
space ( ( f 6)(7f )g ) /B  can be expressed as the finite union of disjoint manifolds 
using a similar decomposition as that above:
(Fb)(JC)G _  I I
H  H  '
( P I E ^
The resulting partition =  { ( ( T 6 ) ( j ^ ) g ) / B  : AT C  B }  gives a stratification
o fF b /B ^ ^ -i([& ])= B [b ].
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L em m a 3.2.4. Let C =  (M, t t , B ) be a fibre bundle with compact fibre and Lie 
group G acting properly on both M  and B . Suppose further that tt is equivariant 
with respect to these actions. Then for Lie subgroups K  d  H  c. G and each 
point m  € {B(^b)) C M  there exists an open subset U G M  containing
m  satisfying
i^ (K )  n  B) n  (tt n  B) =  n  tt ^{b h^ })) n  B .
Proof. Using the notation introduced in the proof of theorem 3.2.3 take the 
open set B =  G • 7T~^  (W) where W is a B  invariant slice passing through the 
point 7r(m) G B(g) over which the the B  action can be straightened out. Then
7T -i(B (g ))nB  ^  G x g 7 r - \W ^ )
^  G x h ( W ^ x F)
M (K )H B ^  (G x g  7T-niy))(/o
-  (G Xff  (W X
— G x g  (py X .
The intersection is thus given by
(M {,<-,nu--i(S (H )))nt/ a  G Xg (W X f  )(H)g r | G  X» X f  )
=  G Xh  [ W ^  X
and the closures by
7r-i(B (H ))nB  ^  G x h { W ^  x F ) ^ G x h { W ^  x F )
n  B =  G x i i  (W X 
since F  and are closed. Finally
n  B) n  (7T-i(B(g)) n  B) ^  G x h { W x F \ j^ )g Q G x g ( p y ^ x B )
-  G x g ( W ^ x Â ^ )
— ) n?r ^ ( B( g ) ) ) nB .
□
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L em m a 3.2.5. Let ^ be a fibre bundle with compact fibre and Lie
group G acting properly on both M  and B . Suppose further that tt is equivariant 
with respect to these actions. Then the collection of subsets
Sm  — ri7r“ ^(B(jy)) : K  C H  c G }
give a stratification on M .
Proof. Start by looking a t the sets
1. Partition: The sets 7r“ ^(B(g)) cover M  since
U  =  TT'X U  B(g)) =  7T“ ^(B) =  M  .
H C G  H C G
They are also mutually disjoint since for non-conjugate subgroups By, Bg C  
G
n7r“ ^(B(jÏ2)) =  7r“ ^(B(g,) nB(gg)) =  0 ,
2. Submanifold: The set 7r“ ^(B(g)) is a submanifold of M  since tt is a sub­
mersion.
3. Locally Closed: B(g) is locally closed so there exists an open set B C B 
and closed set V C B such that B(g) =  B fl V and so
w -'(S (H )) =  7 r- '(E ;)n 7 r-‘ (I^) 
is also locally closed since tt  is continuous,
4. Locally Finite: Let m G M  be given. Then since the cover B(g) is locally 
finite at 7 r(m ) G B there exists an open set B C  B containing 7r(m) and 
only a finite number of subgroups { B i , . . . ,  Bn} such that B(g.) n  B 0. 
Then
7T"^(B(g)) n  7t“ ^(B) =  7r“ ^(B(g) n  B) 
is non-empty only when B  G { H i , . . . ,  Bn}.
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5. Frontier Condition: For subgroups H i,H 2 C G then
^(Ha) C B(h ,)
7T X % a ) )  C  TT ‘
The final equality is obtained using the closure property of fibre bundle 
maps given in lemma 3.2.1.
Next look at the sets n  7r~^(B(g)).
1. Partition: The sets M^k h^ ) cover M  since
U ^{K,H) -  U (Af(/C) n7T“ ^(B(g)))
K , H C G  K , H C G
= ( U "(K))n( U «'HBot)) = M .
K C G  H g G
They are also mutually disjoint since for non-conjugate pairs
it follows that
= (m,k.) n w-'(S(H,))) n (M(h,) n i,~ \ b h^,)))
=  n M (k j) ) n ( jr ” ‘ (B(H,))n7T-^(B(gj))) =  0 .
2. Submanifold: The set ri7r“ ^(B(g)) is a submanifold of M  since it is 
the (AT) orbit type stratum  of the G invariant submanifold 7r“ ^(B(g)).
3. Locally Closed: Now and 7r“ ^(B(g)) are both locally closed so there 
exists open subsets U k , U h  C M  and closed subsets V k , V h  C M  such
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that M(/f) =  Uk  n  V k  and tt =  Uh H Vh and so
^ (K )  c  71 ~^(B(g)) =  (Uk  n  Vk ) n  {Uh n  Vh ) =  {Uk  n  Uh ) n  {Vk  n  Vh )
is also locally closed.
4. Locally Finite; Let m G M  be given then since M(j<-) and 7r“ ^(B(g)) are 
both locally finite there exists open sets U ,V  C M  both containing m and 
only a finite number of subgroups { K i , . . . , I<n} and { H i , . . . ,  such 
that n  B ^  0 and 7r“ ^(B(gr .^j) n  U ^  0. Then
M(^ k ,h ) n { u n v )  =  n7r~^(B(g))) n ( B n y )
=  (M(k ) n  B) n  (7t-H B (h )) n  y )
is non-empty only when K  G { B i , . . . ,  B„} and B  G { H i , . . . ,  B ^} .
5. Frontier Condition: For subgroups (B i, B i), (Bg.Bg) (Z G x  G then
( A f ( i C i )  n  7 r  i ( B ( g - j ) ) )  n  ( M ( / c 2) n  t t  ^  0
M ( K i )  n  ^  0  a n d  7 r - i ( B ( g , ) )  n  7 r - \ B ( g ^ ) )  ^  0  
=4> C  a n d  7 r - ^ ( B ( g , ) )  c  7 r ~ R { B ( H , ) )
^  M (Ka) n 7 T -l(B (H a ))  C  H 7 f - l ( B ( g ^ ) )  =  (M (k ,)  H 7r“ l (^ (H a )))  -
The final equality is obtained locally by the closure property of the subsets 
^(K ,H ) given in lemma 3.2.4. This is sufficient because of the local nature 
of the frontier condition given in lemma 2.1.8.
□
L em m a 3.2.6. Let C =  {M, t t , B) be a fibre bundle with compact fibre and Lie 
group G acting properly on both M  and B. Suppose further that tt  is equivariant 
with respect to these actions. Then the collection of subsets
S m / g -  =  M(^ h h^ )/G  : B  c  B  c  G}
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give a stratification on M /G .
Proof.
1. Partition: The sets cover M /G  since
U = U
k ,hgg  k ,hcg
\ K C G  j  \ H C G  J
_  ^ UjfcQ P i _  M
They are also mutually disjoint since for non-conjugate pairs 
( B i , B i ) , ( B 2 , B 2 ) c G x G
it follows that
_  W k i )  n7r“ i(J5(gj))) ^  {Mi^Kz) C7T~^(B(g2)))
G I I  G
“ V ~ G ^  'V G G ;
_  p ( K Q  n M (fc ,)\  Q  / 7r~ '(B (g ,))n?r~^(B (g ,))\  _  ^
2. Submanifold: The manifold n7r“ ^(B(g)) is the (B ) orbit
type stratum  of the G invariant submanifold 7r“ ^(B(g)) and hence the 
quotient M(k h^ ) = ^ ( k ,h )/G  is a well defined submanifold of M /G .
3. Locally Closed: Now is locally closed so there exists an open
subset C M  and a closed subset V(^ k ,h ) C M  such that M^ k^ ,h ) =
n  V(is:,g-). Hence
is also locally closed since the orbit mapping M  M /G of a proper group
action is both an open and closed map.
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4. Locally Finite: Let [m] G M fG  be given then since the submanifolds 
M^k ,h ) are locally finite there exists an open set B C M  containing m  G 
M  and a finite number of subgroup pairs {(B i, B i ) , . . . ,  (Bn, Bn)} such 
that n  B 7^  0. Then
M(k ,h ) n b  = — Pi  ^
_  ^{K,H) n  B
G
is non-empty only when (B, B ) 6  {{K \, H i ) , . . . ,  (Bn, Bn)}.
5. Frontier Condition: For conjugacy classes of subgroups (B i, B i), (Bg, Bg) c  
G x G
^{ K 2 ,H 2 ) / G  C C M(^KuHi) /G .
The first implication is obtained by applying the closed mapping lemma 
3.2.2 to the orbit mapping M  M / G  of a proper group action which is 
closed.
□
3.3 E xam p les
E xam p le  3.3.1. F  X B
Let F  and B  be two manifolds with F  compact. Consider the standard 
projection w \ F  x B  B  given by 7t(/, b) ~  b. Assume that the Lie group G 
acts properly on B  and define an action of g E G on (f ,b) d F  x  B  as follows
g ' ( / ,  b) = {f, g -b) .
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Since the action of G on S  is proper it follows that the defined action of G 
on F  X  S  is also proper. Under these group actions the product bundle ^ =  
{F X B,  7T, B)  becomes an equivai'iant fibre bundle.
F  X  B
Figure 3.1: The F  x B  B  Projection
The orbit space (F  x B ) / G  is
(F  X  B ) / G  ^  F  X  (B /G ) 
with corresponding orbit map II : F  x (B/G)  —* B /G  given by
n(/.[6]) =  [6] .
The stratifications S b / g  and are
^B/G — {B(j=f) =  B (^)/G  : B" is an orbit type of B}
^Fx(B/G) = {•?’ X -S(if) : G Sb /g} >
The orbit bundle E =  (F x  (B /G ), II, B /G ) is trivial with fibre F  when restricted 
to any of the strata  F  x B(b ) in <Sb x (b / g) and so 2  is indeed a stratified fibre 
bundle.
Exam p le 3.3.2. X
Consider the projection tt : x —* onto the first factor given by
7r(x,y) =  X where x ,y  e  =  {r € : ||r|| =  1} and ||.]| is the Euclidean
norm on Let 6  £ act on (x , y , z )  £ by rotation about the 2-axis
^ = {xcos{6 ) — ysin{9),xsm {6) + ycos{0 ) ,z)
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and on (x, y) E 5"^  x S"^  by the diagonal action
^ • (x, y) =  (^ • X , 0 • y) .
Under these group actions ^ =  (5"^  x 5 ^,7t, 5^) becomes an equivariant fibre 
bundle.
X TT
Figure 3.2: x  Projection
The orbit spaces are
(g" X a  {[-1,1] X {1}} IJ{S2 X (-1 ,1 )}  1 J { [-1 ,1] X { - ! ) }
S'^/S^ ^  [-1,1] .
The orbit map II ; {S^ x S^) /S^  —> [—1,1] is given by projection onto the second 
factor and the stratifications are
<5[-i,i) = { (-1 ,1 ) ,{ -1 } ,{1 }}
‘5(S2x52)/si =  {-5  ^ X (-1 ,1 ) , ( -1 ,1 )  X { - ! } ,  ( -1 ,1 )  X {1},
{(—1, “ !)}> {(-1,1)}) {(1) ~ l)} i {(Ij 1)}} •
The orbit bundle H =  (5^ x 5^)/5^ ,II, [—1 ,1]) has the following three types of
restricted bundle
 > {pt} {pt}
(-1 ,1 )^ ------  ^ ( -1 ,1 )  X {pt} — {pt}
and
 » g" X (-1 ,1 )  -S -J -  (-1 ,1 ) .
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Hence the orbit bundle H is a stratified fibre bundle.
Exam p le 3.3.3. H opf Bundle
Consider the Hopf fibration n : given by 7 t(z )  =  [z]gi where the
following identifications have been used
z e { i z i , Z 2 ) e C ^  : \ z i f +  \z2 \  ^ = 1 } = S ^ C C ^
M g i e  { [z ]5 i : z  €  5 ^  C  C ^ } =  C P i  ^
and [z]gi =  {w e  5^ C  : w =  Az and A S is the orbit of the natural 
action on C^.
Let 9 G act on (zi ,Z2 ) S 5^ by
^ • (zi.zg) =  ( e ^ ^ Z i , e ~ ^ ^ Z 2 )
and on (rr, p, z) G by rotation about the z-axis
9 • (œ, y, z) — {x cos(20) — y sm{29), x  sin(2^) +  y cos(20), z) .
Under these group actions Ç becomes an equivariant fibre bundle.
The orbit spaces are
S ^/S ^  S  5^
^  [ - 1, 1]
together with orbit map H :  ^ [-1,1] given by U{x,y, z)  =  z  the height
function.
The stratifications are
=  { (-1 ,1 ), { - !} , {!}}
: z ^ -1  or z 7  ^1},{(0,0,-1)},{(0,0,1)}} .
The orbit bundle H =  (5*^ , H, [—1 , 1]) is thus a stratified bundle with essentially 
two types of restricted bundle. The first being the bundle
{pt} C > {pt} { - 1} or {1}
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nFigure 3.3: Hopf Orbit Projection [—1,1]
while the second is the bundle
s '  c > \  {(0,0, -1 ) ,  (0,0,1)}
Exam p le 3.3.4. D ouble C oset Space
Let G be a Lie Group and K ,H  C  G be two compact Lie subgroups. Con­
sider the left coset bundle projection tt  : G ^  G /H  given by 7r(p) =  gH.
Let k G K  act on p G G by
k '  g = kg
and on gH  e G /H  hy
k • gH  — kgH  .
This action on G /H  is well defined since g^^g2 G i î  {kgi)~^kg2 G H.  The 
action is also smooth since for each g H  G G / H  there exists locally a smooth 
cross section t l ) \ U c . G / H —^ G  such that k ■ g H  =  7t(A: ■ ip{gH)) which is the 
composition of three smooth maps. The action of K  on G and of K  on the coset 
space G / H  are both proper actions as li" is a compact group.
The orbit bundle map H from the right coset space K \G  to the double coset 
space K \G /H  is given by
H ( i f p )  =  K g H  .
The equivariant fibre bundle theorem gives that H =  {H\G^'U.^K\G/H) is a 
stratified fibre bundle with typical fibre {KgH)  ^  {K n  gH g~^)\gH  =
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{ g - ^ K g n H ) \ H
G / H
K \G /H{ g ~ ^ K g n H ) \ H ^   ^ K \ G  --------
The stratifications are
3(k \ g /h ) = {H \Q j /H  : j  is a subgroup of PT}
*S(x\G) =  {K \Q j  : J  is a subgroup of AT}
where =  {p G G : { K n g H g ~ ^ )  is conjugate in PT to J  C  K } .  The restriction 
E j  =   ^H \G j /H  is then the fibre bundle
nj{ g - ^ K g r \ H) \ i g ~ ^ Q j n H )\<L K \G j /H  .
Remark. There is also a corresponding description of the coset space G /H  as a 
stratified bundle over the double coset space K \G /H
4 K \G
4 K \G /HK / { g H g - ^ r \ K ) ^ ------ > G / H -------
Remark. The Hopf bundle tt : is a. direct application of the double
coset example to the case G =  SU  (2 ) =  and H  = K  = T  the one dimensional 
torus of diagonal elements in 517(2).
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Chapter 4
Coadjoint Orbits of SU{n)
4.1 G eneral C oadjoint O rbits
The results presented in this chapter are well known and can be found in a 
number of standard texts on symplectic geometry, including [MR94] and [MS98]. 
Let G be a Lie group. In order to define what is meant by a coadjoint orbit of 
G an action of G on the dual of its Lie algebra g* must first be given. For g e G 
the conjugation map I  g : G G given by
igig') = 9 9 '9~^
gives an action of G on itself. Now the map Ig fixes the identity element e 6  G 
and so induces a linear map on T^G =  g, the Lie algebra of G, denoted by
Adg =  Tgig : g > g .
The resulting action of 5  G G on G g defined by
^ =  Adg(()
is called the adjoint action of G on g.
Whenever there is a group action on a vector space V  then there is an 
associated contragredient action acting on the dual vector space V*.
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D efin ition  4.1.1. Let the group G act on vector space V . The contragredient 
action of G on the dual vector space V* is given by
{g -a , v)  = {a,g~'^ • v)
where a € V * , v Ç : V , g Ç : G  and (, ) is the dual pairing between V* and V ,
The idea is to apply this to the adjoint action of G on g.
D efin ition  4.1.2. A coadjoint orbit Oa of G through the point a  Ç: q* is an 
orbit of the contragredient adjoint or coadjoint action of G on the dual Lie 
algebra g*.
The coadjoint orbit is in fact a symplectic manifold. The approach adopted 
here to define the symplectic structure on Oa is to regard the dual Lie algebra 
0 * as a Poisson manifold.
D efin ition  4.1.3. A Poisson structure on a manifold P  is a tensor B  € 
f \ i f r *P)  such that
1. B  defines a bilinear operation {,} on C°°{P) given by
^}(^) “  ^xiAfxidpx) 
for f^g  G C^^{P) and x  e P.
2. (C °°(P),{ ,}) is a Lie algebra.
A manifold with a Poisson structure (P, B) is called a Poisson manifold.
Remark. The bilinear pairing {,} defined in the first property of the definition 
satisfies the Leibniz rule
— ^x{ d{ f  g)xT dhx)
=  f{^)Bx{dgx,  dhx) +  g{x)Bx{dfx, dh^)
= h}{x) +  g{x){f ,  h}(x)
where f , g , h e  C°°{P).
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Any symplectic manifold (M,w) is also a Poisson manifold with Poisson 
structure given by the Poisson bracket defined using the symplectic form
{ f , g} i x )  =iOx{Xf ,Xg)
where f^g G G°°(M) and X / and Xg are the Hamiltonian vector fields generated 
by /  and g respectively. That is the vector field X^ is determined by the 
condition ix/W =  df. The converse of this is not true but there is still a way of 
constructing symplectic manifolds out of a Poisson manifold.
The Poisson tensor B  e  /\^{T*P) determines a vector bundle map B^ : 
T*P ^  T P  given by
(cKx) H^(/?æ)) ~  (dx)
where ax^Px E T*{P). The image of this map D =  BHT*P) c  T P  is a sub­
bundle and is called the characteristic distribution of {P,B).  The characteristic 
distribution is integrable and its leaves are symplectic manifolds. This is the 
content of the symplectic foliation theorem
T h eo rem  4.1.4 (The Symplectic Foliation Theorem). Let (P^B) be a finite 
dimensional Poisson manifold with characteristic distribution D. Then D is in­
tegrable and its maximal integral leaves C decompose P  into symplectic subman­
ifolds with unique symplectic structure determined by the pull back o f Poisson 
structure B  using the inclusion i : C P.
The formulation of this theorem dates back to the work of Sophus Lie [Lie90] 
which is put into some historical context by Weinstein in [Wei83].
The dual of the Lie algebra g* has a natural Poisson tensor B  G /\^{T*q*) =  
0* X defined by
[ ( , ( ] )
where o; € g* and C E g. That B  does define a Poisson structure follows from 
the Jacobi identity for the Lie bracket in g. The characteristic distribution of
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B  is determined by its kernel
kerBa =  { ( E g :  ( a , [( ,C]) =  0 for all ( E g }
=  { ( E g :  (ad |a , () =  0 for all ( E g )
— { ( E g :  ad^ =  0} =  go.
where adç : g —> g given by ad^(() =  [(, (] is the representation of the Lie 
algebra g determined by the adjoint action of G on g. The Poisson tensor B
thus restricts to a non-degenerate structure on orbits O of the coadjoint action 
of G on g*. That is the symplectic leaves of the Poisson manifold g* are the 
coadjoint orbits O. The symplectic structure cvo on O is thus given by
^ o ( (  ■ C • «) =  (o!) [() C]}
where (-oi, ( - a  G Tq,(G). The form ivo is known as the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau 
symplectic structure on the coadjoint orbit O  ([Kir62], [Kos70] and [Sou69]).
The coadjoint action of G on g* can be lifted to the cotangent bundle T*g* =  
g* X  g as follows
Adg(o:,() =  (A d*-i(a),A dg(0)
where g E G and(a, () G g* x g. The Poisson tensor B  e q* x  A^(s) is invariant 
under this lifted action
= (Ad;_.M,[Ad,((),Ad,(()]>
=  (a,A dj-i oA d jd f.f]))
=  •
Therefore restricting the coadjoint action of G on g* to the coadjoint orbit O 
gives an action of G on G that leaves the symplectic form ujo invariant. For 
this action to be Hamiltonian requires the existence of a co-momentum map
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m : g —> C °°{0) which makes the following diagram of Lie algebras commutative
C°°(G)  Sym(G)
where Sym(G) denotes the algebra of symplectic vector fields on O. For ( E g  
the function m (() G C °°{0 )  must correspond to the Hamiltonian function of 
the vector field E Sym(G) generated by (. Thus
{dm^{oi),Co{cx)) =
= («» [(, C])
=  (Co(<^))()
where =  m ((), (o(o:) =  (  • o: and ( 0 (a) =  (  • a. The momentum map 
fi: O Q* is thus given by
=  (û!,() .
Hence the coadjoint action of G on the coadjoint orbit O is Hamiltonian with 
momentum map given by the inclusion i ; Ü —> g*.
4.2 T h e SU(n )  case
Consider the n  dimensional complex vector space with standard Hermitian 
inner product,
(x,y) =
i=l
where x= (rc i,.. • ,a;n),y=(2/i,. . .  ,yn) E C” and W denotes the complex conju­
gate of X. The special unitary group SU{n) is then given by
SU{n) — {A  G G L(n,C ^) : (Ax, Ay) =  (x,y),  det(A) =  1}
the group of unitary n x  n  matrices with unit determinant.
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P ro p o s itio n  4.2.1. SU{n) is a compact, connected Lie subgroup of G L{n,C ”') 
and has real dimension — 1 .
Proof. SU{n) is compact as it is a bounded and closed subset of L(C” ,C"') =  
It is bounded since |Ay|^ <  =  (Ae^,Ae^) =  1 for A e  SU{n),
and it is closed since the limit of a sequence of elements in S U (n) is also in S U (n) 
because the matrix functions A A^A and A det(A) are both continuous. 
SU{n) is connected as a path can be found between any element of SU{n) 
and its identity element, I„. Take for the element A G SU{n) the path t 
TD {t)T~^  where D{t) =  diag(e''^*®^, . . .  and A =  T D {\)T ~^  is the
diagonalisation of A. The real dimension — 1 follows from the inverse function 
theorem by noting that SU{n) = 1) is the inverse image of the smooth
submersion a : G L{n,C^) H{n) x  €  \  {0} given by a(A) =  (AA^",det(A)) 
where H(n)  is the space of n  x n  Hermitian matrices. □
The Lie algebra su(n) of SU{n) is then
5u(n) =  {A G L(C'^,C” ) : (Ax,y) =  - ( x ,  Ay), tr(A) =  0}
the vector space of traceless, anti-Hermitian n x n  matrices. The adjoint action 
of SU{n) on su(n) is given by the usual conjugation of a matrix by another
Ad^(A) =  AXA~^ ~  AAA^ G su(n)
where A G SU{n) and A G su(n). The coadjoint orbit is thus given by
D efin ition  4.2.2. A coadjoint orbit of SU{n) is an orbit of the coadjoint action 
Ad* on the dual Lie algebra su(n)* given by
(Ad;i- .(M),A) =  (m,A'AA )
where fj, G jsu(n)*, A G jsu(n), A G SU{n) and (,) is the dual pairing between 
5u(n)* andsu{n).
Now 5u(n) carries an inner product given by
(A, fj,) =  tr(AV) •
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This enables the usual conjugate-linear isomorphism V' • su(n) —+ su(n)* to be 
setup
=  tr(/iV )
where G 5u(n). The inner product is also invariant under the adjoint action
(AdA(A), Ad (^/u)) = tr(AA^A^A(/A )^ = tr(AV) = (A,/i)
since A^A =  and tv{AB) = tr(J3A). Thus ij) becomes an S'!7(n)-equivariant 
conjugate-linear isomorphism and so enables the adjoint and coadjoint actions 
to be identified
su(n) — su(n)*
Ad^
su(n) — Bu(n)’'
('0(AdA(A)),^') =  tr(AA^AV)
=  tr(A^Adx-i ((/))
=  {A6.\-i'ip{X),u)
where X ,v G 5u(n) and A  G SU{n). Combining this with the conjugate-linear 
isomorphism 0 : 5u(n) —> \ /^ s u ( n ) ,  where 0(A) =  \ f ^ X ,  there is an equiva­
lence between the coadjoint orbits in su(n)* and the orbits of the adjoint action 
on -\/^ su (n ) the vector space of n x n  traceless, Hermitian matrices. Now every 
hermitian matrix can be diagonalised by an element of S U (n) and so the orbits 
can be classified by choosing a particular diagonal element of the orbit. Two 
diagonal matrices lie in the same orbit of the adjoint action of SU{n) if and 
only if the elements of the diagonal of one of the matrices are a permutation 
of the elements of the diagonal of the other. The action of permutation group 
on the diagonal elements of SU{n) defines what is known as the Weyl group 
of SU{n). The coadjoint orbits 0 \  of SU{n) are thus determined by n-tuples 
A =  (Ai, . . . ,  An) G M”" where
Ox =  {AAA-i ; A G 6"[/(n)}
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and A =  diag(Ai,. . . ,  A^) subject to 5Zr=i A* =  0 and Ai > . . .  > A^.
Now the tangent space to 0 \  at a point B  — AAA“  ^ G is
TgGA =  {[H, 5] : H G su(n)}
since ad(S)P  =  [E, B] where [, ] denotes the commutator of two matrices. The 
corresponding symplectic structure on 0 \  is
cüB ([H ,S ],[îr,B l)= tr(B t[=  ®|)
where S, Ÿ G Bu(n). This can be seen directly to be invariant under the adjoint 
action of SU{n) on \ / —Isu(n)
(A d»B ([S ,B ],[ 'g^ ,B ]) =  WAd(A)s([AdAS,AdAB],[AdA^,AdAB])
=  tr(ABtAtA[S, $]A^)
where A G SU{n) and B  G Ox-
4,3 A  Torus A ction  on  0 \
The coadjoint action of a Lie group G on the dual of its Lie algebra g* restricts 
to a Hamiltonian group action on the individual coadjoint orbits O. In this case 
the momentum map of the action is given by the inclusion
i : 0 - > g *  .
P roposition  4.3.1. Consider a symplectic manifold M  with a Hamiltonian 
action of a Lie group G and corresponding momentum map : M  —> g*. Let 
H  C G be a Lie subgroup of G then the restriction of the group action to H  is 
Hamiltonian with momentum map
i* o p.: M
where i* is the dual map of the inclusion of Lie algebras  ^ : f) —^ g.
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Proof. Given the momentum map p  the co-momentum map m  : g —> C°°{M) 
is defined by
where v G q and p G M  and (,) denotes the dual pairing between g and g*. 
Now p is a, momentum map if and only if the co-momentum map m  makes the 
following diagram of Lie algebras commutative
C ^ {M )  ------  ^ Sym(M)
where Sym(M) denotes the algebra of symplectic vector fields on M . Restricting 
the above diagram to the Lie algebra i) oî H  using the inclusion i : 1) —+ g the 
following diagram
C°°{M) -------  ^ Sym(M)
is also commutative. Therefore the corresponding momentum map p' : M  ij* 
is given by
{p'{p),v’) = m oi{u '){p)
=  m{i{v')){p)
=  =  {i* o p(p),
where u' G and p G M . Hence the map i* o p  is the momentum map for the 
restricted H  action. □
Restricting the coadjoint action of SU{n) to a subgroup H  gives a Hamil­
tonian action of H  on the orbit O C  su(n)* with corresponding momentum 
map
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where i : G -+ su(n)* and j  : t) -» su(n) are the respective inclusions. Taking 
the subgroup to be the particular maximal torus
j n - i  ^  {A G SU{n) : A is diagonal}
z=n
=  {diag(zi,. . . , Z n ) :  \zi\ =  1 and J J  «» =  1}
t=i
gives a Hamiltonian torus action on G. Using the equivalence between the 
orbits of the adjoint action on \ / —Isu(n) and the orbits of the coadjoint action 
on su(n)* a corresponding Hamiltonian torus action on 0 \  C \ / ^ 5 u(n) is given 
by
T B  =  AdrB  =  TBT^ 
where T G and B G 0 \ .  The momentum map Q : 0 \  is
Q = j* o i o 'if
where ^  : Ga —^ G is the equivaxiant isomorphism and j  : tn -i —^ su(n) is the 
inclusion (ti , . . . ,  tn - i) diag(ti U)- More explicitly
where B G 0 \  and u G in-i- Using the inner product on su(n) and regarding
t„_i as a subspace, that is L - i  — j(tn -i)  C su(n), the direct sum decomposition
follows
su(n) =  tn - l  © ti^-1
where is the orthogonal complement of under the inner product. This 
allows the following sequence of isomorphisms to be constructed
^  sw(n)* _  su(n) _
t n - l  -  -73------------ =  - 7 1 --------- =  * n - lSi—1 'n—1
where the first isomorphism follows from the restriction map r : su(n)* —+ 
given by 7 7 1-> the second uses the inner product on su(n) and the third
is the projection pr : su(n) —» in-i onto the first component in the direct sum 
decomposition. Note that is the annihilator of ln_i in su(n)*. Using all
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these identifications together with : Ox 1^-1  g^ves a momentum map
p : Ox in - i  given by
B i-> dia,g(j5ii, .  .
That is the momentum map of the torus action, when regarded as a subgroup 
of S'B(n), is given by talcing the diagonal projection of the matrices in Ox-
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Chapter 5
Sym p lectic R eduction on
Ox
5.1 C oadjoint O rbits o f SU(n )
It has been shown above that the coadjoint orbits of SU(n) are
Ox =  {AAAt : A  G SU(n}}
where A =  (A i,. . . ,  An) G M” , A =  diag(A i,. . . ,  An) with At =  0 and 
Ai >  . . .  >  An. An alternative description of the coadjoint orbits can be given 
in terms of a coset space since each Ox is an orbit of the adjoint action of SU{n) 
on \ / ^ s u ( n ) .  The stability group of the matrix A is
G A = {A G B[/(n) : AAA^ =  A}
=  {A G SU  (n )  : A is  b lo c k  d ia g o n a l}
where the size of the block in the diagonal corresponds to the dimension of 
the eigenspace of the matrix A. The coadjoint orbit Ox can thus be realised
as the left coset space SU(n)/GA- If all the eigenvalues (A i,. . . ,  An) are distinct
then Ga — is the (n — 1) dimensional torus. Both these descriptions of
Ox will be useful in the following discussion.
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The torus action is
T  • B =  T B T^
where T G =  {A G SU{n) : A is diagonal} and B  G 0 \ .  The correspond­
ing momentum map p : Ox fn - i is
/z(B) =  d iag(Bii, • • • » Hnn) •
Now a typical element of Ox is given by B =  AAA^ and so
Bii =  (AAA^)» =  AyA jfcA^ ,. =  ^  Xj =  ||A^e(||^
3 , k  j
where A G SU (n), =  (0 ,.. .  ,0 ,1 ,0 ,. . .  ,0) is the standard basis vector of 
C” and II 11;^  is the A-norm defined on z G C'*’ by
II I^Ia — Xv ’i=l
Strictly speaking j| ||;^  is an indefinite quadratic form and not a norm in the
traditional sense. The momentum map can thus be written as
p(AAA^) =  diag(||A tei||^  , . . . ,  ||A^e^||^) .
Now each component of the momentum map is bounded above and below
m in {A i, . . . ,A „}  < ||Aie^||^ < m ax{Ai,. . . ,  A^}
with both bounds being achieved, since =  1 as A G SU{n). The
Atiyah-Guillemin-Sternberg convexity theorem ([Ati82] and [GS82]) states that 
the image of the momentum map is the convex hull of the momentum image of 
the fixed points of the torus action on Ox- The fixed points are given by 
the diagonal matrices in Ox and so the momentum image is in fact the convex 
region of determined by the condition:
min{Ai, • • •, An} <  Xi <  m ax{A i,. . . ,  An}
^   ^Xi ~  0 .
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The convex image of the SU(Z) momentum map is shown in figure 5.1. The 
dotted lines in the diagram represent non-regular values of momentum, that is 
points a  — p(B ) G with B  G 0 \  and where the stability group Tg =  (T  G 
: T B T ^  =  B} is non trivial. The vertices are given by the six permutations 
of the point (Ai, A2 , A3) G which are the image under the momentum map of 
the diagonal matrices in the coadjoint orbit 0 \ ,
Figure 5.1: SU{Z) Momentum Map
The structure of 0 \  in the generic case in which all the diagonal elements of 
A =  diag(Ai,. . . ,  An) are distinct will be considered in a little more detail. This 
will be achieved by breaking 0 \  into smaller pieces using an iterative approach. 
Taking the component ||Ai'en||^ of the momentum map p : 0 \  so(n) as 
a guide there is a map from SU{n) to B^n-i _  1) dimensional sphere
given by
A G SU{n) ^  Aien G 5^”“  ^ C C"
where =  (0 , . . . ,0 ,1 )  is the standard basis vector in C”'. The sphere 
becomes a homogeneous space under right action of SU  (n)
e G A^e
and so the map SU{n) jg & fibre bundle projection. This leads
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to the following diagram:
Ox ------------- r ?
Can this diagram be completed nontrivially to make it commutative? Now 
AiAA{ =  AzAA| A U a G T ”-^
and so
Ajen =  r U j e n  =  , . . . ,
where T  =  diag(e'^“ ®^^ , . . . ,  G This defines an action of the torus
T”'~  ^ on the sphere B^n-i .^^jch makes the bundle projection SU{n) —> p^n-i 
into an equivariant map. It follows from Theorem 3.2.3, the equivariant fibre 
bundle theorem, that choosing the stratified orbit space gjy^g
following stratified fibre bundle diagram
B>-*BAa rirr/ \ Ai-+A^enSU{n  -  1) C- 4 SU(n) 4 5 2 n -l
B I7 (n ~ l)/A eT ,A i"-
Ai-»AAA^
4 GA AAA^ >— 1 4- 5 2 n-l^rjpn-l
The typical fibres are given by
{A G BC/(n) : A"^en =  e} =  SU {n ~ l)A e .
^  S U { n - l )
{AAAt G Ox : [A+enlTn-i =  [e]-^n-x} =  {BA^AA^B^ : B G SU (n -  1)}
^  B C /(n  -  l ) / A e T e A t
where e G Ag 6  SU{n) such th a t A^e^ =  e and Tg =  {T G :
T^e =  e} C T”“ .^ In summary:
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P ro p o s itio n  5.1.1. Let 0 \  he an orbit of the adjoint action of S U (n) through 
the matrix A =  diag(Ai,. . . ,  An) with all the Aj distinct. Let T  G C  SU{n) 
act on e G C  C” with the action e i—» T  • e =  T^e. Then
1. Ox is a stratified fibre bundle over the orbit space g 2n,-iyg,n-i
2. The bundle map II : Ox given by
n(AAAi) =  [Aien]T"-i •
3. The stratifications are
Ss2n-1/Jn-1 =  {Sj/T'^~  ^ : I G Vn}
Sox =  { n ~ \ S i / r ^ ~ ^ ) : I  GVn}
where
Vn =  { /  : /  C {1,...,?%}}
S i  =  { { z i , . . . ,Z n ) G S ^ ^ ~ ^ : fo r j  = l . . . n  <  ^ ^ ^ } .
1^ Zj ^  0 otherwise
4 . The fibre Fe above the point [ej-jn-i G in Ox is
Pe =  SU{n -  l)/AeTeA+
where Tg =  {T G : T^e =  e} is the stability group of the torus 
action on at the point e and the element Ag G SU{n) satisfies
A^On ~  e.
Proof. This is an application of the equivariant fibre bundle theorem 3.2.3 to 
the double coset example 3.3.4 with G — SU{n), H  =  and K  =  SU {n — l). 
Let A G SU(n) act on F G \ / —l 5u(n) the space of traceless Hermitian matrices 
by the adjoint action
A < r  =  AFAt
a n d  a c t o n  e G C  C” b y
A • e =  A^e .
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The action of SU{n) on \ / —Isu(n) and of SU(n) on B^n-i both proper 
actions as SU{n) is a compact group.
The left and right coset spaces can then be identified as follows:
^  Ga AAA+
SU{n  -  l)\BI7{n) ^  5^^“  ^ SU{n -  1)A A+e^ .
The stratified double coset bundle becomes
SU{n -  l)l{S U {n  -  1) n  AeT^-^ At) c-----------  ^ Ga
where II(AAAt) =  [Ate^]T»-i and Ag G SU{n) satisfies A^e^ =  e.
Now the stability subgroup SU{n  — 1) n  AgT”'“ ^A^ =  AgTgAt where Tg is 
given by Tg =  {T € T”—i : T^e =  e}. This can be seen as follows:
AgTAt € 5 U ( n - l ) n A g T ^ - M t  AgTA^en =  e«
<4- Te =  e 
44^  T G T g  .
The fibre Pg above the point G is thus given by
Pg ^  SU{n -  l)/AgTgAt
where Ag is defined as above.
The stratifications of Ga and are given in terms of the sets
Gj =  {A G SU{n) : T^te„ — J  C. Note that conjugacy reduces to
equality as is an abelian group. Now for e G the stability subgroup
is given by
Tg =  {d ia g (e ^ ^ i, . . . ,  e ^ ^ " )  G T""  ^ : =  0 if (e, e<) ^  0}
where (, ) : C” x C is the standard inner product on C” . That is Tg is
determined by the components of the vector e which are non-zero. The quotient 
sets SU{n — 1)\Ç/To are
{ ( ^ „ . , . , z „ ) e S ^ ’- ‘ : f o r «  =  l . . . u  /  i f ( e , e O  =  0  ^ ^
z* 0 otherwise
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where I  — { j  € : (e,e^) =  0} identify the zero components of the
vector e and the set is defined as above. The stratifications ai-e thus
S g i n - i / j n - i  — {B//T”  ^ : 7 G V n }
Sox = { n - \ S j / T ^ - '^ ) : i e V n }
where again V n  is defined as above.
□
For e G the fibre Pg — SU{n  — l)/AgTgAi can vary between two
extreme cases. The first case is when the vector e has only non-zero components 
and so the stability group Tg =  {pi} leading to Pg =  SU{n — 1). The second 
case is when the vector e has only one non-zero component and so the stability 
group Tg ^  leading to Pg BC/(n — 1)/T'*“  ^ ^  where O^' is the orbit 
of the adjoint action of SU (n — 1) through the matrix A' =  diag(Ai,. . . ,  An-i).
In general the subgroup AgTgA|, is a compact, connected, abelian subgroup 
of SU{n  — 1) and so it must sit inside a maximal torus T ^ “® C  SU (n  — 1). 
The fibre Pg can be thus be seen as a fibre bundle over the coadjoint orbit 
G y SU{n -  l) /T " -2  as follows
'71 —  2Tmax/Tg C ).  ^ s u { n  -  1) /T ^ ““’ ^  SU (n -  1) /T
where the last isomorphism follows from the fact the two maximal tori 
and T” “^  ^ are conjugate by an element of SU (n — 1).
5.2 T he O rbit Space
In order to construct the reduced phase spaces of the torus action on 0 \  the 
momentum map p : Ox tn - i  needs to be introduced into this picture. This
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will be achieved using the orbit momentum diagram
G; In—1
In—]
where use has been made of the fact that =  in - i  since is
an abelian group and so acts trivially on fn-i- The orbit momentum map 
p. ; T”’“ ^\Ga tn - i  is given by
/2(T"-i[AAAi]) =  d iag ( ||A ^ e i||^ ,.. .,  ||A+e,,||^) .
Consider the following diagram th a t includes the stratified orbit space T ’^ “ ^\G a
SU{n) — 5 2 n - i
A i - » A A A ^  z i - » [ z ] T . n - i
Ga  r g27i-ly^n-l
A  A  A ^  I—+ ^ n — 1 [ A  A  A ^  ]
ir®-l\GA  r ?
The question again arises as to whether this diagram can be completed nontriv­
ially to make it commutative? Now
' J n -1 [AlAA|] — 'Jn — 1 [A2AA2] ^  A^T2A2 G T”'
where T2 =  d iag(e '^^“ i , . . . ,  e ' ^ “’*) e  and so
Ajen =  T^A\T2en  =  - “ ’*)) • A |e^
where Ti — diag(e''^“^®^ , . . . ,  G T”“ .^ This time two points of B^n-i q
C"' need to be identified under the torus action
(0 1 , . . . ,  0 n) • K ”  ( e '^ '^ b s i , . . .  ,e'^“ '^^ ”z„)
where z =  (z i , . . . ,  Zn) G and 0i =  0:  ^— for z =  1 . . .  n. Thus two points
of B^n-i g^ j.g identified if each component only differs by a phase which leads to
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=  B"'  ^ the positive n-orthant of B’^  as the missing space. The
orbit space ^as a natural description as a stratified bundle over
in,—1 in terms of the following invariants of the action
(|z i| , . . . , |Zni ,Re(ZiZ2 • • • Zn),Im(ziZ2 . . . Z n ) )
subject to the relation
\ z i f  \Z2^ . . . \Znf — Re(ziZ2 . • . +  Im(ziZ2 . . . Zn)^
where (z i,...,Z n ) € The stratified bundle (  =  tt,B™“ ^)
thus has a typical fibre of B  ^ for the interior points of and a typical fibre 
of {pt} for boundary points of B”~^.
The completed diagram becomes
SU{n -  1) c---------------------   ^SU(n) -----------—  ^ 5 2n - i
AwAAA'I' ei->[e]Yn—1
AAA^ i—*[A^ en],j-n—1B 17(n-l)/A eT eA iC ------------------------  ^ Ga   ^ g 2n - ly ^ n - l
AAA^ i—♦ cpn—1 [AAA^ I
SU (n  -  1)/(T^-1 X  r ^ - 1)  E . 4- T"-^\GA I [^AAt] ^ (|(A+e„)i |,...,{(A+g„)„|)
where e =  ( e i , . . . ,e ^ )  € B^”'” .^ The typical fibre Pr above the point r  =  
( r i , . . . , r n )  G B”“  ^ is given by
F , =  {Tn~i[AAAt] G T " - ^ G A :( |( A t e „ ) i | , . . . , | ( A t e , ) , | ) = r }
=  {f^-i[TB A ^^A A l^B ^T^]  : B  G SU{n -  1),T  G T”“ ^}
where Gr =  ( r i , . . . ,  r% ) G again Ag,. G SU{n) is chosen such that
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=  Gr and (A^Gji)* denotes the component of the vector A’*^ e„. Now
xn-i[BiAe,.AAj^B}] =  ■n'"-i[B2^erAAj^B|] <j=?> Bi =  7iB2^er^-^L
where B i, B2 G S U { n - l )  and (Ti^Tg) G x C x The
subgroup (T^“  ^ X T^"'^)e^ is given by the following constraint
A L B M B i= T tA ^  A l^ B M B ie » = T jA t^ e ^
=#> e - '^ ^ - G r  =  r j c r
and so (TF'-i x T "-i)g , =  G x T ^“ i : T^Gr =  (TiGn)er}. Defining
an action of x T'^~^)er on SU{n — 1) by
(Ti,T2) . B  =  T , B A , æ '<
thus leads to
Pr =  B I7 (n - l) /(T ^ -^  x T ^-^ )e , .
In summary:
P ro p o s itio n  5.2.1. Let 0 \  be an orbit of the adjoint action of SU{n) through 
the matrix A =  diag(Ai,. . . ,  A„) with all the A< distinct. Let T  G c  SU(n)
act on AAA^ G Ga with the action
T  • (AAA^) =  TAAA^T^
and on [ej^n-i G 5 2 ^ -1  ^ ^ ”■-1 vüith the action
T - [e]Tn-i =  [e~^® "e]Tn-i
where T  =  diag(e’^ ~^^i, . , . ,  ). Then
1. T”'~^\Ga is a stratified fibre bundle over 5 ”“  ^ =  5'"’“  ^ fl E ” the positive 
n-orthant of
2. The bundle map II : T ’^ “ ^\Ga —S' is given by
n(x"-i[AAA^]) =  (|(A^e„)i| ,...,|(A 'fG „)„ |) 
where (Aien)i denotes the z*^  component of the vector A^&n'
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3. The stratifications are
Sgn-i = { S f : l e V „ }
; ( A , / : , . . . ,I„) e S„}
where
Vn = { / : 7 c  {1 , . .  .,n}}
S Î  =  { ( n , - - - , 7 ' n )  e  : /o r  j  =  l . . . n  <  ^ } ^ rj ^  0 otherwise
Q n  =  { ( 7 i , 7 2 , . . . , 7 n )  : / o r z  =  l . . . n  7 i  C { l , . . . ,n } }
/
SUi^i^ =  {A gBC/(tz): f o r i , j  = l , . . . , n  \  0 J ^  * j.
I Aij ^  0 otherwise
4 . The fibre Pr above the point r  =  ( n , . . . ,  r^) G in is
Pr ^  SU {n  -  l ) / (T ^ - i  X
where Gr =  (z’l, •. • jZ'n) G The stability group (T”'“  ^ x is
given by
( T " - i  X T " - i ) e ,  =  { ( d i a g ( e ' ^ “ >, . . . . d i a g ( e ' ^ *
6 ' ^ ' ’“ ))  €  T " -*  X T '» - i  : f t  =  a „  i f  (e^ , e . )  j t  0 }
The action of G (T"'”  ^ x on B G SU{n  — 1) is given by
(Ti ,T2) ■ B = T^BA.,T^Al
where the element A^^ G SU{n) satisfies =  Gr-
Proof. Again this is an application of the equivariant fibre bundle theorem 3.2.3 
but this time to the action of the torus product x on the fibre bundle 
H =  {SU(n),'K,S^^~^) where tt : SU{n) —> is given by 7t(A) =  A^e^.
Let (Ti,T2) G x act on A G SU{n) by
(Ti,T2) - A  =  T iA T |
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and act on e e  ^ C by
(Ti,T2) . e  =  e - ^ ^ " T 2e
where Ti =  diag(e'’^ ® ^ , . . . ,  The action of xTT”“  ^ on SU{n) and
of X T”'~  ^ on are both proper actions as T"'"^ x 1 '”'“  ^ is a compact
group.
The orbit spaces can then be identified as follows
B C / ( n ) / T ” “ i  X  ^  T " - i \ G a  t " - i [ A A A + ]
S2n-1/T»-1 X T"-1 ^ S ! f - ‘ M r.-.X T .- . M ( l ( e ) i l | ( e ) „ | )
where (e)i denotes the component of the vector e. The stratified orbit space 
bundle becomes
n —1B 17(n- l)A er/(T ^-^ X c  ^ T^-'^\O x  —^
where n ( x " - i [ A A A t ] )  =  ( | ( A t e n ) i |  , . . . ,  |(A i 'e n )n |) ,  r  =  ( r i , . . . , r ,^ )  G
Or =  ( r i , . . .  ,rn) G and Ag  ^ G SU{n) satisfies Ai^e^ =  e^.
Now the stability subgroup x T”’“ )^g  ^ is given by
(T"-1 x T " -')e , =  { ( d i a g ( e ' ^ “ ‘ , . . . , e " ^ “ " ) , d i a g ( e ' ^ ' ’ ‘ , . . . ,
€  T — > X  T ” ~ '  :  A  =  « „  i f  ( e p . e . )  ^  0 }
where (,) : x C"' —» C is the standard inner product on C” . The fibre F^
above the point r  G is thus given by
Pr =  B C /(n -l)A e 7 (T ^-i x T '^ -i)e ,
where Ag,. is defined as above. Now the action of (T”’~  ^ x T”’“ )^g  ^ on the coset 
SU{n  — l)Ag^ is given by
( î ’i . ï j )  ■ B =  T^BA,,Tl =  TiBA^,T^AlA,^ .
This leads to a modified action of x T"'"^)gp on the subgroup SU {n — 1)
given by
{TuT2)-B =  TiBA,^T^Al .
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Under this modified action the fibre becomes
Fr ^  5C /(7z-1)/(T ”- i  x T ^ -^ )e , .
The stratifications of &nd are given in terms of the orbit type
submanifolds
=  {e G B^^-i : (T^-^ x T”“ ^)g =  H }
BU(n)(j^) =  {AG SU{n) : (T^~i x T^~^)a  = K }  •
Note that conjugacy reduces to equality as x is an abelian group. 
For A G SU{n) the stability subgroup x is given by
(.jpn-i X =  P i (T^-1 X
j= i
=  {(diag(e'^“ “^ ^ e ^ ^ “"), diag(e^"^^^, . . . ,
eV^/3„)) g r^n-l X ^n ~ l  . p. _  if ei) ^  0 } .
Now X T"~^)e is determined by the components of the vector e which
are non-zero. The quotient sets are
{ { r „ . . . , r „ ) 6 S r ' - f o r i = l . . . n  |  ° =  0I Ti ^  0 otherwise
where r  =  ( |( e ) i |, . . . ,  | ( e ) ^ | )  G B^“ \  J =  {j G { 1 ,... ,n} : (r,e,-) =  0} identify 
the zero components of the vector r  and the sets S f  is defined as above. The 
orbit type sets BU(Ti)((xn-ixT"-i)^) are
{ B e S U { n ) :  for z, j  =  1 , . . . ,  n  i  ^ ^
y Bij ^  0 otherwise
where Ij = {A; G { 1 ,... ,n} : (A^ej-,efc) =  0} identify the zero components of 
the matrix A and the set BC//i/j.../„ is defined as above. The stratifications are 
thus
B g^-i =  { S f  : I  GVn}
=  {T"‘ '\SC ^/,/....;„/T "-*  : { l u h ,  Q„)
where again Vn and Qn are defined as above. □
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Remark. Let S i and S j  be two stratum  of S'? Then S i and S j  satisfy the
frontier condition
S i  J  <Z I  .
Remark. The positive n-orthant Sf~ ^  together with the stratification S^n-\ is
isomorphic as a stratified space to the standard simplex with its usual
stratification in terms of faces, edges and vertices. The orbit space 
can thus be regarded as a stratified fibre bundle over simplex
Following the previous discussion at the end of section 5.1 describing the 
fibres F© — SU{n — l)/AeTgAf as a bundle over the coadjoint orbit the 
fibres — B?7(n—1)/(T"^“  ^xT"'"^)er can also vary between two extreme cases. 
The first case is when the vector r  has only non-zero components and so the 
stability group x T ”'“ )^e,. =  T"—2 x {pi} leading to 7 .^ =  T”“ ^\S'l7(n —1). 
The second case is when the vector r  has only one non-zero component and so the 
stability group x T”-i)e , =  x leading to F^ ^  T ^ - \ S U { n -
l)/'|in - 2  ^  which is the orbit space of the natural action on the
coadjoint orbit .
In general the fibre F-e can be thus be seen as a stratified fibre bundle over 
the orbit space
n  A g .T ^ '-^ A ljX r-^ /T g , c ). Pr ------------------------ T " -^ \G y
The subgroup (T”“  ^ fl Ag^T^“ ^A|^) C is a torus of dimension equal to
the number of eigenvectors of Ag^ , that are proportional to one of the standard 
base vectors { e i , . . .  , e „ }  of C” .^ Thus the fibre of the stratified bundle Pr -—> 
is typically a torus T'^.
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5.3 T he R ed uced  P h ase  Spaces o f 0 \
The reduced phase space of 0 \  with respect to momentum map p : 0 \  tn - i  
a t momentum level a  G is
Ifn-l = p - \c c )
where T”  ^ • a  =  a  as  ^ is an abelian group and the orbit momentum map 
p  : T^~^\Ga -> tn - i is given by
p(Tn-i[AAAi]) =  diag(||A^ei||^ , ||A^e,i||^) .
Adding the orbit momentum map into the framework introduced above leads 
to the following diagram
SU{n) g2n-l
Ox
[AAA^ j
4  ^'2n—1 yrjpn—1
ir -^ \G A  —^  S.n—1
tn—] P^T,
ontoThe diagram has been completed by using the projection pr„ : fn_i - 
the component of momentum given by
Pl'nC^l, • • ■ 5 ^n) ~  •
The structure of the reduced phase space Ox,a can then be studied by re­
stricting the above diagram to the subset {a} C
P rn G A .« ^ 4 O x ,c   ^ SYa  c
{a} ------- ^ ^  an
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where S^ J- =  7r(C>A,a) and  ^ is the hyperboloid  ^ =  {r G R ” : ||r||j^ =  
«%}. The fibre Fr,« above the point r  G 6 '^“  ^ is
i^r,a =  FrC\ Ox,a
— {  [-^ ] (T"-ixT"“i)ej, : -B G (n — 1) and /Igr( (T»-ixTr"-i)ep ) ^
where p,^ ,, : SU { n -  1)/(T ’^ ~  ^ x in- 2  C tn - i is given by
/ier([B](Tn-i><Tn-i)^^) =  diag(|| 11^  , . . . ,  ^ | | ^ )
=  d i a g ( | | 11 ,^ . . . ,  IIAÎ^B^en-i 11;^ ,ojn) •
The modified orbit momentum map pe^ is defined by requiring that the following 
diagram is commutative
SU{n  -  1 ) /C r -^  X - ------------- y SU{n  -  l)Aer/(T^"^ x
To look more closely at the fibre Fj.^ cc introduce the bundle description of the 
fibre F,^ “  SU (n -  1 ) / ^ . ,T . ,4 ^
4-  i- S !7 (n -1 ) /T :
A*Sr
in - VTt—2
where is a maximal torus of SU {n—l)  containing the connected, compact, 
abelian subgroup Ae^Te^Ai^ C S U (n ~  1). Compare this to the standard torus 
bundle
T ^ -^ T e r c----------------  ^ SU {n  -  1)/Te,   ^ SU{n  -  = O y
i n - 2
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The momentum map ^  is invariant on the fibres of this bundle and so defines a 
well defined function ^  —> tn-2
=  d iag(||Btei 11^,..., | | J
which is the momentum map of the natural action on the coadjoint orbit 
Ox'- Restricting this bundle to the momentum {a} G tn - i  gives
Tpn-2/Tp^ ^C  ^ ^
a torus bundle over the momentum level set X^> = ji (o ')  of the coadjoint
orbit Ox' ■
In order to compare these two bundle pictures an explicit choice of Be G 
SU (n — 1) needs to be made such that Be conjugates into the standard 
maximal torus of SU{n — 1). One such choice is given by
Be =  Aw^eWeAl
where We is an element of the Weyl group of SU{n — 1) which permutes the 
k non-zero components of e into the last k positions. W ith this choice 
becomes
An explicit choice for the linear transformation A l  is given by
AgX = X.+----- :-- "2—^ [(û!e ~  l)Gn +  (âe — 1)©] +  (©nj x) [e — e^]1 -  |«e!
where (, ) : x C"' —> C is the standard inner product on C"' and ae =  (©m, ©)•
Note that A^y =  y  for all y  G span(e^, It can be seen that A^ varies 
smoothly with e provided l(en, e)| 7^  1 or equivalently e 7  ^o!e„.
In summary this gives the following conjecture. The restriction of the bundle 
^ to the momentum value a  is a stratified bundle and so
an extension to the equivariant fibre bundle theorem 3.2.3 is required to prove 
this result. See the discussion in sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.3 of the future directions 
for more details.
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C o n jec tu re  5.3.1. Let 0 \  be an orbit of the adjoint action of S U {n) through 
the matrix A =  diag(Ai,. . . ,  A„) with all the \ i  distinct. Let T  G C SU(n) 
act on AKA^ G 0 \  with Hamiltonian action
T  • (AAA^) =  TAAA^Ti
and associated momentum map {i: tn - i
^(AAAi) =  diag(||A^ei||^ , . . . ,  ||A^e^||^)
where ||z||;*^  =  /o r z G C .  Let Oa,» =  //“ ^(o')/T"'“  ^ denote the
reduced phase space at momentum  ot G tn -i-  Define
a. The lifted momentum map p  : SU{n) —> in - i  by
p{A) =  p{AAA^) .
b. The lifted momentum level set Ôa,» =  C SU{n).
c. The restriction of the bundle ^ =  {SU{u),'k,S'^'^~^) to the lifted momen­
tum level set Ox,a
~  (^A,a)7rA,a, .
d. The positive n-orthant =  S^~^ H M!|: of 5"’“ .^
e. The hyperboloid =  {r G R ” : ||ri|_j^  =
f. The quotient space =  T”- i \ 5 -2n-i/-jpn-i (- g n - i  ^  j j n - i  
Then
1. The restriction ^A,a =  is a stratified fibre bundle.
2. The reduced phase space Ox,a is a stratified fibre bundle over S^~ ^.
3. The bundle map II : Ox,a ^x~a given by
n(T„->[.4AAt] ) =  ( |(A * e„ )i|, . . . ,  |(A te„)„ |) 
where (A^en.)* denotes the component of the vector A^ ^Qn-
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4- The stratifications are
S s 2n~i =  {5 e ,a  : e  G
=  {^A,a('^e,a) • Se,a E «Sg2uj-i}
Sgn-i  =  n 5 e .a ) /T ^ “  ^ ' I  e V n  and Se,a E
% . . .  =  {T“ - i \ ( S ! 7 j , ,„ . . j ,n S ;„ ) /T ’‘- i : ( / i , / 2 , . . . ,X „ ) e Q „  and s ; „  € J
where
Vn — { /  : /  C { 1 ,... ,n}}
S i  =  { ( z i , . . . , z „ )  G ; / o r  j  — 1 . .  . n  < ^ ^  } ^ Zj ^  0 otherwise
Qn ~  {(-7i, Zg,. . . ,  In) • for  C Tlr}}
SUj,^i2 ....T,, -  { A e S U { n ) :  /o r  2,,, ^I Aij 7^  0 otherwise
Se,a =  { e ' : Ô x , a n { S U ( n - l ) A ^ , ) ^ Ô x , c . n { S U { n - l ) A ^ ) }
and the element A@ G SU(n) satisfies A^e^ =  e.
5. The fibre Fr,a above the point r  =  ( r i , . . .  .r^) E *5'”“  ^ in Ox,a is a strati­
fied torus bundle over Ox' a' reduced phase space at momentum level 
a  = ( a i , . . . ,  a n -i)  of Ox' which in turn is an orbit of the adjoint action 
of SU{n — 1) through the matrix A.' =  diag(Ai,. . . ,  A„_i)
(T’^ -2 n A e ,T « - ^ A t j \T ^ - V T e /------  ^ Fr,c   ^ O y .a '
where er =  ( r i , . . . ,  rn) E 5'^”'”  ^ and the stability group =  {T G T”'“  ^ :
T^ej. =  6 r}.
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Chapter 6
Exam p les
6.1 T he S U {2) case
517(2) = ^  1 : a,/5 G C and \ a f  + \0 f  =  1} 5^ .
Pick A G M with A /  0 then
Now any element of 0 \  is a traceless, Hermitian matrix and so can be written
in the form ^
/  z  a: +  y/—ly  ^
\  X -  \/^y -z J
with (æ, y, z) G This leads to
X = 2XRe{a/3) 
y = 2AIm(or/5)
Z =  A ( H " - | ; 8 p)
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as a possible choice of co-ordinates on C?x- In these co-ordinates
^  z  X  +  y / ^ y  ^  
y  X  -  y / ^ y  - z  J  
=  det(AAA^)
=  det (A)
=  -A 2
and so Ox — S^. This should not be too surprising as this could have been 
deduced from the following sequence of isomorphisms C?a — f r  — =  S^,
The adjoint action of the one torus S  5^ on Ox is
0 ■ (x ,y ,z )  = (x cos(20) — y sin(20) , x  sin(20 ) + y cos(2^), z)
where 6 £ S^. This corresponds to a  rotation about the z-axis through an angle 
of 26, The associated momentum map p : Ox —^ R for this torus action is given 
by
fi{AAA^) =  A(|a|^ -  \p f )  = z
which is just the height function on the sphere S^.
Putting all this together the momentum map diagram from page 67 becomes
{pt}^------> SU(2)---------
AK^ (2ARe(aj3),2AIm(Qi|!3),A(la|=-l/3|2)) (a,j3).->(2ARe(a/3),2AIm(a )^,X(la|2-l l^2))
{x,y,z)^z
{pt}C }. [_A,A]
ti—»t
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For K G M the level momentum set = p   ^(«) is
X k =  {(a;, y , z )  G 5^ : z  =  ^   ^ ^1 (pi) K, = —A or K = A
that is diffeomorphic to either a constant height circle on 5^ or a point.
Finally the reduced phases space =  X ^ /S ^  = {pt} are all diffeomorphic 
to a point since the torus action is given by rotation about the z-axis.
6.2 T he SU(S)  case
Pick Al, Ag, As G M such that A% >  Ag > As and ~  0- The momentum
map diagram from page 67 becomes
517(2) --------). 517(3)
F ./-----------> Oa
[AAA^ ]
 ^ T'^\Ox
^2[AAA^ ] Mdiag(II A^ei 11^ ,...,11^^631|_^ ) 
tlG
AAA^ t—
5®
Zl-»(tzl|,.",|z3|,Re(ziZ2Z3),Im(zig2Z3))
-> S^/T ^
[z].p2>-+(l»ll,...,j*3l)
7.2(AAA^ ] i-»(|(A^e3)i|,...,|(A^e3)3|)
ri—» A1 -f-...+A3 rg
t>->i3
The space 5^ is stratified into its interior, its edges and its vertices similar 
to the stratification of a convex 2-poly tope by face, edge and vertex. The 
intersection of 5+ with the hyperboloid J7^ =  { r  G : Airi + . . .  + =  a}
is shown for varying choices of as in figure 6 .1 .
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a  =  A2
Q = Al
Figure 6.1: 5 i  n  for varying a
Now for e =  (a, b, c) E C the explicit form of is
/  \  
| a | ^ ( c - l )  a b ( S - l )  
l l l c P  “
A l  = a b ( c - l )  
1 -  Id" 1 +
V —a
1 -  1e r  
|6 | ' ( c - l )
- 6
/
and so depends smoothly on e € «S'® provided |(e,es)j ^  1 . This enables the 
construction of the co-ordinate patch U = {A  & SU{S) : |(^+e3 ,e 3)| /  1} c  
S U (3) with corresponding co-ordinate function <p :U  x  given by
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where =
^ c f  — bg e a ^ 
g â - S ë  f  b . In these co-ordinates (a, /?, a, b, c) G 5*^  x 5®
y b e - à f  g c j  
the torus and product torus x actions are given by
T2
m .T a )
 ^ /3 ^
a
a =
h
V ^
[^/3(|a|^ 4-16|^) -t- a a b {e '^ ^ ^  -  l ) j
- 1) 4- o(|a|^ -f ]6 |^
1 - ip le\/= i02
1 -  IcP^
 ^ P  ^
a
a =
b
V  ^ j
\
(  gV—1(^1—<^a)
1 -  |cPg\/-^(02  —^ 2)
1 -  Id^
[/3(|at^e^^®3-<^3) |5|2) +  aa6(e '^ (^3-^3) _  i)j
[/5âô(e'^^®^“ ^3) -  1) o,(|a|^ 4 -16|^  g\/=ï(e3-,^3))j
V
where7% =  diag(e’'’'^ '^^ ,e '''^ '^^ ,e '''^ '^® ) a n d 3% =  diag(e^/^^^, e " ^ " , gV ^^3  ^
Introduce the change of co-ordinates (a, /3, a, 6, c) G 5"^  x to {5 ,7 , a, b, c) G 
X given b y
<5 \ ( a  b
7 /  \ / l - | c p  \> >  - a
Note the change of co-ordinates matrix Ce — , is unitaryVI-M' V /
in the whole of the region V  where the (a, /3, a, b, c) co-ordinates are valid given 
by
V  = {{cxj3,a,b,c) e  X : |c|^ f  1} .
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Explicitly the new co-ordinate function ip :U  (Z S U (3) - ^ V  C S^ x  S^ is
^(A ) =  ( - 7 = = £ = , - ^ p 2 L ,a .6 , o )
^ 5f  — bg e a \
where = g a ~ £ ë  f  b 
y b ë ~ à f  g c y
together with inverse ip  ^ : V  U
/
bS — a c j b j  +  aëô
\ / l - | c P
~âS — bë j —0 7  -f bcS
V i  -  M'
7 ^ 1 - |c |^ -Æ -y/l- |c|V
The torus and product torus x actions become
/  A \  /  \
m .T g )
/
7  
a 
b
\  ^ /
V
ev---3^
g-v^reary
e%/^î0ia
gV=ie2^
*cgN/=ÎÔ3,
g—v'^C^a—0l)/y
g-i/-l(01-03)^
qV^(02-'4>3)Jj 
^ gV^(03-^3)g
where Ti and Tz are given as above. In these co-ordinates the group action has 
been straighten out that is the action no longer varies from fibre to fibre. This
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is an explicit realisation of the rigidity of compact group actions used in the 
proof of the equivariant fibre bundle theorem 3.2,3.
The stability subgroups Te^  C  and (T  ^ x  T )^er C x  are thus
r  is  a  v e r te x  
{ e }  o th e r w ise
X 5^ r  is  a  v e r te x
r  is  o n  an  e d g e  
o th e r w ise
and so the fibres and Ff  are
F ., s  S !/(2 )M ,,T e ,A t, ^
f r  =  S a (2 ) / (T =  X T^)e,
5  ^ r is a vertex 
otherwise
[0,1] r is a vertex 
[0,1] r is on an edge 
otherwise
The lifted momentum map pi : S U (3 ) in these co-ordinates is then
p.{z) =  (||V.J- (^z)^ei||  ^, ||^/;-i(z)^e2 ||^  , ||^ /»"Hz) e^3|| )^
where z =  (5,7,a, 6, c) € S^ x  S^ and •0 “  ^ : V c  5  ^ x 5® —> Cl c  SU{3 ) is the 
inverse co-ordinate function introduced above. The lifted momentum level set 
Ôx^a is thus given by
0 x,a =  {z G X 5  ^ : ||0-^(z)ie2|l^ =  «2, ||0"Xz)^e3||^ =  as}
where a  =  (a i, 0:2, as) 6 (2 and « i -b 0:2 4- 0:3 =  0. Notice the constraint
||0 “^(z)i‘ei||^ =  0=1 for the first component of momentum is automatically
satisfied once the constraints for the second and third components of momentum 
have been imposed. Explicitly for z =  (J, 7, a, 6, c) this becomes
Al |a|  ^4- A2 |b|^  4" A3 |c|  ^ =  Ag
|a|  ^4- 16|^  4- |c|  ^ =  1
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which gives the intersection of a hyperboloid with the sphere as shown in figure 
6.1 in ( |a |, |bj, |c|) space. Similarly for z =  (<5,7, a, b, c) this gives
Wi 1^ 1^  -t- W2SJ -f iÛ2Ô'y +  W3 |7|^ =  0!2
15| + I 7 I =  1
where
Wi
W2
W3
1 -  Id 
abc 
1 -  \c\ 
1
2 (^1  |a| +  A2 |6| )H-A3(|a| +  |6| ) 
7j-(Ai — A2) 
?(Ag |a|^ +  Al |6j^) .l - | c |
Now the quadratic form in 6 and 7  can be written in the form
IÜ1 +  îzj2<57 +  iü2<57 +  IÜ3 I  ^ ^V W2 W3
( Wi W2 \where the matrix Q =  ( 1 is Hermitian. Thus there exists a unitary\  W2 m J
matrix D eU {2) such that
WJl ^  ^  ^  ^  /Ui 0
W3 J \  0
where the eigenvalues are given by
' (lüi +  W3) ±  y (^tt;i — ws)^ +  4 |tU2|^
(Al \a f  +  A2 |b|^  4- A3 |c|^) ±  y^[(Ai — A3) |a|  ^4- (A2 — A3) |b| ]^^4-
2(Ai — A2)(A2 — A3) jb| — 2(Ai — A2)(Ai — A3) |a[  ^4- (Ai — A2)^  
The eigenvalues fii and fi2 only depend on |a|, |b| and |c| and are therefore
Ô \
independent of the phases of a, b and c respectively.
Under the change of co-ordinates {  I I
V 7 /  \  7 '
the
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equations become
/il|5  1^  +  ^21? P =  «2
1 '^I" +  |V P =  1 .
The invariance of the second equation follows from the fact that a unitary trans­
formation preserves length. Thus the solution is given by
provided
jô'p = 
| 7 ?  =
0!2 — /i2 
/il — /i2 
/il — ag 
/il — /i2
/ 1^ #  fJ>2 fii >  a2 > m  (< î ' ,7 ' ) eT "
fJ'l f  / 2^ «2 — /il ( y , 7 ' ) € S ' x { 0 }
Atl 9^  fJ-2 «2 = /i2 ( i ' . V )  S {0 } X
A^l — 1^ 2 OC2 = /il 4 , 7 )  e g »  .
Now the momentum hyperboloid is given parametrically by
|b| =
|c| =  t
where the parameter t  varies as follows
For Ag < CKg < Al then 0 < t <  \ j  ^ ^Al — As
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Now generally for a, b, c e  C
V—101=  a e
= |6|
=  c e
The eigen-values ii\ and ^2  along this hyperboloid are given by
/^i =  — j^—0:3 +  4(Ai — A3)(A2 — As)i^ +  (q!3 4- 2A3)^
M2 — 2 [”■'^ '3 — \ / —4(Ai — As)(A2 — As)^  ^+  (cK3 + 2As)^j .
For Al > as > Ag the variation of the eigenvalues Mi and fi2 is shown in figure 
6.2. The second component of momentum ag can lie in the range A3 <  ag < 
—(A3  + 0 :3 ).
— Ag — Û3 —
Figure 6.2: ni and M2 for Ai >  as > Ag
The momentum hyperboloids can become truncated for certain values of ag as 
is shown in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Truncated Momentum Hyperboloids for Ai >  ag >  As
Similarly for As > 0:3 >  A3 the variation of the eigenvalues and /is is shown 
in figure 6.4. This time the second component of momentum as can lie in the 
range -{Ai +  as) <  as  < A%.
max(As, —As — ag) -
min(As) —As — ag) -■
—Al — ag
Figure 6.4: /ti and /is for As >  ag > A3
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Again the momentum hyperboloids can become truncated for certain values of 
«2  as is shown in figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: Truncated Momentum Hyperboloids for A2 >  ag > A3
In summary using the notation introduced above:
L em m a 6.2.1. Let
a = W - X 2 )  \ X i - X j
c =
where the parameter t varies as follows:
For Ag < 0:3 <  Al then 0 < t < Al — 0=3Al — A3
For A3 <  «3  <  Ag then /  Ag — 0:3 /  Al — asV Ag -  As -  -  V Al -  A3
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Let
— (Al |a|^ 4- Ag j6|^  +  A3 |c|^) ±  y [^(Ai — A3) |a|^ + (Ag — A3) |&1^ ]^+
2 (Ai — Ag)(A2 — A3) |6|^ — 2(A i — Ag)(Ai — A3) |a |^  +  (Ai — Ag)^ 
Then ii\{t) and ^g(t) are given by 
A*i(i) = 2  [~*^ 3 + \ / —4(Ai — As)(A2 — As)t^  +  (0 : 3  +  2 A3 )^ j 
^g(i) =  -  1^—«3 — \ / —4(Ai — A3)(Ag — A3)t^  + («3 + 2As)^ j .
In particular ^i(i) and /ig(t) satisfy the following inequalities
Ag <  0:3 <  Al Ag < fJ>i{t) < —(A3 4- 0:3) A3 <  P-iit) < —(Ag 4- CK3)
A3 ^  as <  Ag moæ(Ag, — Ag — as) <  p>i{t) <  Ai —(Ai 4- as) <  /zg(t) <  mm(Ag, — Ag — as)
The stratification of the reduced phase space C?A,a of SU (3) is shown schemat­
ically in figure 6.6.
{“ 3}
Figure 6.6: S U (3) Reduced Phase Space Fibration
Using a detailed picture of the image of the 5'C/(3) momentum map, given 
in figure 6.7, allows the phase space Ox,oc to be constructed explicitly. The 
momentum image is invariant under the permutation of its co-ordinates. This is
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(^3, as)
•• 0:2 =  — Ag — CKg
Figure 6.7: Details of the S U (3) Momentum Map
exactly the action of the Weyl group of S U (3) on tg which can be seen explicitly 
in the co-ordinates z =  (5,7 , a, &, c) € 5^ x S^ as follows. Define the momentum 
components
Qi{z) - - - - W3 |51^  -  W267 -  W2S'y + wi |7|^
Q 2 {z)  =  ||'0“ ^(z)^e2||_)  ^=  wi  +  W2^7 +  "iU2^ 7 +  W3 |7|^
Qs(z) =  H'0 ^(z)^e3|j^ =  Al |a|^ +  A2 +  A3 |c|^
where the inverse co-ordinate function and the coefficients wi, 102 and W3 
are defined as above. Any matrix R G SU(3) acts on B  e  O)^  by conjugation
R - B  = R B R ^
and so on the momentum components
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where B  = AKAK  For the particular case of the rotation matrices 
/  0 - 1  0 \  /  0 0 1 \  (  I
Rio. = 1 0  0 
y 0 0 1
R\3 =
/
0 1 0 
- 1 0  0
R 23 =
/
1 0 0
0 0 - 1
0 1 0
the action in the co-ordinates (^, 7 , a, b, c) is given by 
R i 2 • (<J, 7 , a. 6, c) =  ( - 7 ,5, a, &, c)
-R13 • {S, 7> a. 6, c) = 6 ^ 1  -  |c|^__________ c__________________________
yi(5|^-t-|c|^|7p /^l<5|^  +  tc|^|7l^ \ / l  -  \cf \ / l  -  kr
—bS -f- a c j âô + bcj
, - 7 \ / l  -  |<
R23 • {S, 7, «, 6, e) = 67  +  (zSi5 -à 'y  + bcô f
Note that the rotation matrices E 12, R 13 and R 23 are all elements of the nor­
maliser A^ fir[/(3)(T^) of the maximal torus of diagonal elements in S U {3), The 
resulting action on the momentum components is then
■^ 12 ■ (Qlj Q2) Q3) =  (Q2 >Qi>Q3 )
^ 1 3  ' (Qi, Q2, Qs) — (Qs) 02,  Qi)
-^23 ■ (Q i i Q2)Q3) =  (Qi )Q3i Q2) •
The rotations R 1 2 , R 13 and R 23 act as the three basic transpositions of the 
symmetric group S 3 acting on the co-ordinates (Q iiQ siQ s) G {2- Now any 
permutation is generated by these three transpositions and so this defines an 
action of the whole permutation group on the momentum image. For R  G 
^ s u { 3) the following diagram
Ox ---- ) Ox
2^ i2
is commutative. The momentum level set of i î  • o k  G and of o k  G t 2 satisfy
fjT^{R ' a ) = R  - 
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and are thus diffeomorphic. It is therefore sufficient to restrict attention to 
a single Weyl chamber, see figure 6 .8 , and use the permutation symmetry to
«3
« 2
Figure 6 .8 : A Weyl Chamber of S U (3) Momentum Map
extrapolate solutions to all areas of the momentum image. The resulting mo­
mentum level sets and reduced phase spaces thus exhibit the same permutation 
symmetry as the momentum image itself.
6.2.1 The Central Region
Consider a value a  =  (ai,CK2,ag) G tg of momentum with a i  +  ^ 2  4- «3  =  
0 in the central region of the Weyl chamber. That is a 2 and ag satisfy the 
inequalities — A2 — as < a 2 <  A2 and as < A2 respectively. In this region the 
eigenvalues satisfy //i > a 2 >  //2 and so fibres of the lifted momentum map 
are all diffeomorphic to the two torus T^. Restricting the stratified fibration
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diagram gives
n2C 4-
4. I
a Û3
where — p "^ (a ) is the momentum level set and I  =  A^ 'Xa j
a line interval. Since the co-ordinate chart is valid on all points of the interval I  
this gives that the momentum level set = T^ x S ^ .  The reduced phase space 
0\^a  is a stratified bundle over the interval I  with fibre a circle above each of 
the interior points of I  and fibre a point at end points of L  Thus the reduced 
phase space is 0 \,a  — 5'^-
6.2.2 The Outer Region
Consider a value a  — (cki, a 2 , as) G (2 of momentum in one of the outer regions 
of the Weyl chamber. Take in particular 02  and ag to satisfy the inequalities 
—Al —as < a 2 <  — A2 —as and as <  A2. In this region the eigenvalue p i satisfies 
Pi >  a 2 but now the eigenvalue p 2 no longer satisfies a 2 >  P2 for all values of 
t  G ' Since p 2 is a monotonically increasing function of t
there exists a value for which a 2 >  p 2 for t  G /«  =  j with equality
only at the end point t — ta. Therefore the fibre of the lifted momentum map 
is diffeomorphic to the two torus for y j < t < t a  and is diffeomorphic 
to the circle for t — ta- Restricting the stratified fibration diagram gives
4  C a
(p t) or S 1 r 4 -  l a
a 4 as
where Ca =  U ( ^ y j x 5^ is a cone. The momentum level
set Xa  is a stratified fibre bundle over the cone Ca with fibre a two torus 
for t  G and with fibre a circle for t = ta. Since the co-ordinate
chart is valid on all points of the interval la  this gives that the momentum level 
set Xa = X S^. The reduced phase space 0 \,a  is a stratified bundle over the 
interval I  with fibre a circle above each of the interior points of I  and fibre a 
point at end points of I. Thus the reduced phase space is 0a,a  — *5'^ -
6.2.3 The Boundary between the Outer and Central Re­
gions
Consider a non-regular value a  =  ( a i ,  a g , a g ) G t2 of momentum on the bound­
ary between the central and the outer region of the Weyl chamber. That is 
a 2 and ag satisfy a 2 =  —A2 — ag and ag <  A2. This situation is exactly the 
same as when the momentum value is in the central regular region except that
P2 =  a 2 at the end point of the interval /  =  > \ /  xl-Xa ‘ R-estricting
the stratified fibration diagram gives
{pt} or -^----- > Ox,a
4
4  /
a 4  ag
The momentum level set X a  is a stratified fibre bundle over the two sphere 
with fibre a circle at a pole of and with fibre a two torus everywhere
else. The reduced phase space Ox,a is a stratified bundle over the interval I  
with fibre a circle above each of the interior points of I  and fibre a point at end 
points of I. Thus the reduced phase space is Ox,a —
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6.2.4 The Boundary between Two of the Outer Regions
Consider a non-regular value a  =  (a i, 0:2 , ag) 6 t2 of momentum on the bound­
ary between two of the outer regions of the Weyl chamber. That is «2  aud ag 
satisfy — Ag < 02  <  —2A2 and ag =  A2. This situation is exactly the same 
as when the momentum value is in the outer regular region except the hyper­
boloid now starts at a vertex of Restricting the stratified fibration
diagram gives
or ^ ^  X a  ------------  ^ Ca
{pt} or -^----- > Ox,a 4 la
oc ag
where the cone Ca and interval la  are defined as above. The momentum level 
set X a  is a stratified fibre bundle over the three sphere with fibre a point 
a t a pole of and with fibre a circle everywhere else. The reduced phase 
space 0A,a is a stratified bundle over the interval la  with fibre a circle above 
each of the interior points of la  and fibre a point at end points of la  ■ Thus the 
reduced phase space is Ox,a — <5^ -
6.2.5 An Inner Vertex
Consider the non-regular value a  =  (A2, —2A2, A2) G t2 of momentum contained 
in the Weyl chamber that is at the vertex of the inner triangle of non-regular 
momentum values. This situation combines the properties of the previous two 
cases. The hyperboloid 5^  D again starts at a vertex of iS+ and the eigen­
value p 2 =  —2A2 only at the end point of the interval J  =  [o, y /aÎ-As . Re-
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stricting the stratified fibration diagram gives
51  or ^ ^  X a  --------------- 5^
{ p i }  o r  5^^ ^---------)■ 0A.C 4 I
a 4  0=3
The momentum level set is a stratified fibre bundle over the two sphere 
with fibre a circle at opposite poles of and with fibre a two torus 
everywhere else. The reduced phase space 0a,a  is a stratified bundle over the 
interval I  with fibre a circle above each of the interior points of I  and fibre a 
point at end points of I. Thus the reduced phase space is 0a,a  —
6.2.6 An Outer Edge
Consider a non-regular value a  — ( a i , a 2 ,aa) G t2 of momentum on the outer 
edge of the Weyl chamber. Take in particular «2  and 0:3 to satisfy «2  =  — Ai — ag 
and (A2 +  Ag) / 2  <  otg <  A2. The eigenvalue p 2 =  «2  at the beginning of the 
interval I  =  , y j  aI-As] so the interval becomes truncated to a
single point. Restricting the stratified fibration diagram gives
4 4  {p t }
{ p t } ^ ---------5- C>A,a  > {p t }
OL
The momentum level set X a  is a circle and the reduced phase space is a 
point {pi}.
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6.2.7 An Outer Vertex
Consider the non-regular value a  =  (Ai, Ag, A2) G (2 of momentum that is 
an outer vertex of the Weyl chamber. Again the eigenvalue p2 =  Ag at the 
beginning of the interval 7 =  |o, y j j and so the interval becomes truncated 
to a single point. The hyperboloid n  also starts at a vertex of 
Restricting the stratified fibration diagram gives
{pi}  C  ^ X a  --------- )■ {pi}
{p t}C  J. C?A,a 4 {pt}
a 4  «3
The momentum level set X a  and the reduced phase space are both a single 
point {pi}.
In summary, taking into account the permutation symmetry, the momentum 
level sets X a  and reduced phase spaces 0 \,a  are given by
Central Region T2 X 52
Outer Region BK 51  x S ^ 52
Central-Outer Boundary -------- - or 5 2  “ 52
Outer-Outer Boundary ............. S'! or {pi} 52
Inner Vertex • or 52
Outer Edge ---------- {pi}
Outer Vertex ■ {pt} {pt}
“The fibre of the bundle only degenerates to at a  pole of S .^ 
^The fibre of the bundle degenerates to at opposite poles of 5^.
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See figure 6.9 for a guide to the different regions of the momentum map image 
of a SU{S) generic coadjoint orbit.
Figure 6.9: SU{S) Momentum Map Regions
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 C oncluding R em arks
There are five main concluding remarks
1. Stratified Fibre B undles
The main idea introduced in this thesis is that of a stratified fibre bundle. 
Given a Lie group G and a proper G equivariant fibre bundle ^ =  (M, tt, B) 
it has been shown [Theorem 3.2.3] that the orbit map t t  : M /G  —» B /G  
is indeed a stratified fibre bundle. This result is then applied to the sym- 
plectic reduction problem of a generic coadjoint orbit 0 \  of SU{n). The 
utility of the concept of a stratified fibre bundle, however, lies beyond the 
scope of this application. The theory of a stratified fibre bundle needs to 
be developed in its own right following lines similar to that of an ordinary 
fibre bundle. See the discussion in section 7.2.2 for more details.
2. Singular R eduction
The stratified bundle description of the orbit space given in
proposition 5.2.1 of the natural torus action on the coadjoint orbit 
Ox is
n  : T”-^ \O a -■>
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where fl is the positive n-orthant of 5 ”’"^. The stratifi­
cation of T^“ ^\Oa is the quotient under the product torus T”'“  ^ x 
of the following stratification of SU(n)
^SU{n) ~  • • • >-^ n} ^ Qn}
where
Qn ~  -^ 2j • • • ) • for i =  1 . . . H C {Ij • • . ) hJ" 1
*S'C//i/2.../n =  { A e S U { n ) :  for i , j  =  1, . . .  , n  i  0 j  6 * j
1^ Aij ^  0 otherwise
That is the stratification Ssu{n) is based on the number of zero elements 
in a matrix of SU{n). Although this approach uses a stratified description 
for the reduced phase space 0 \,a  even for regular values of the momentum 
map, for non-regular values the quotient stratification So,, — 
coincides with the stratification by orbit type used in the singular sym- 
plectic reduction theorem 2.2.3.
3. T h e  S U( S )  case
The results for the momentum level sets Xa  ^  x 5^ or x S ^ ,  and for 
the reduced phase space C?A,a — *5'^ , agree with the discussion in [GLS96] 
example 3.1.1 on the regular symplectic reduction of a generic coadjoint 
orbit of 517(3). The full table of results on page 92 giving the momentum 
level sets and the reduced phase spaces 0 \,a  for a generic coadjoint 
orbit of 517(3) are consistent with the statement of conjecture 5.3.1 which 
gives an iterative description of 0\^a  in terms of the reduced phase spaces 
0 \',a  of generic coadjoint orbit of 517(2). The fibres of the various bundles 
presented in this table are all tori of various dimension, T^, 5^ or {pt}. 
The reduced phase spaces C?A',a of 5(7(2) are always a point and so the 
conjecture really needs to be checked in the case of a coadjoint orbit with 
a higher dimension, the coadjoint orbits of S U (4) for example.
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4. O n th e  V aria tio n  o f R ed u ced  P h a se  Space
There has been a number of results looking at how reduced phase spaces 
and the associated symplectic forms vary with changing momentum value. 
One such result by Guillemin and Sternberg [GS89] gives a blow-up fol­
lowed by a blow-down procedure for the variation of reduced phase space 
across a boundary between two connected regions of regular values of mo­
mentum. This blow-up blow-down procedure is trivial in two dimensions 
so the solutions obtained here for the 5(7(3) coadjoint orbit are consis­
tent with this. Another such result by Duistermaat and Heckman [DH82] 
states that within a connected region of regular momentum values the co­
homology class of the symplectic form associated with the reduced phase 
spaces varies linearly. No explicit calculation is given here of the associated 
symplectic form for the reduced phase spaces of the 5(7(3) coadjoint or­
bit. Thus more work needs to be done in developing connections between 
the work presented here and these two general results on the variation of 
reduced phase space and associated symplectic form.
5. S ch u b ert C ell D ecom position
The coadjoint orbit 0 \  with all eigenvalues A =  (Ai , . . . ,  An) distinct can 
be realised as the coset space 5(7(n)/T ’^ “ ^. Now the full flag manifold F  of 
C”" is defined as the collection of all sequences of subspaces Vj, . . . ,  Vn-i C  
C” such that
{ 0 }  C  V i C  V2 C  • • ■ C  V n - i  C  C "  
together with dimPi =  i for a lH  =  1 . . .  n — 1. The group SU{n) acts 
transitively on the flag manifold F  as follows
A  • ( V i , . . .  ,1 ^ _ i )  =  (A  • V i , . . . ,  A  ‘ % i_i)
where A 6 5(7(n). The stability subgroup of the standard flag
{0} C  C C  C • • • C  C  C"
is the diagonal subgroup and so the flag manifold F  can also be
realised as the coset space 5(7(n)/T"'~^. Flag manifolds can be given a
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decomposition in terms of Schubert cells [GH94]. Work needs to be done 
on comparing the stratifications of 0 \  given here to the Schubert cells in 
this more classical description.
7.2 Future D irection s
More work needs to be done in the following ai'eas
7.2.1 Extend the Equivariant Fibre Bundle Theorem
A natural extension to the equivariant fibre bundle theorem 3.2.3 is to replace all 
the structures in the statement of the theorem with their stratified equivalents. 
That is replace the fibre bundle ^ =  (M, t t ,  B ) with a stratified fibre bundle and 
the group actions on M  and B  with actions on stratified spaces.
C o n jec tu re  7.2.1 (The Equivariant Stratified Fibre Bundle Conjecture). Let 
^ =  (M, 7T, B) fee a stratified fibre bundle with (M, Sm)  and {B^Sb) both strat­
ified spaces. Let Lie group G act properly on both M  and B  such that t t  is 
equivariant with respect to these actions. Suppose further that for each S  E Sm  
the fibre of each restricted bundle =  (5 ,7r|g, 5^) is compact.
M  ------— B
M /G  B /G
Then there exists stratifications S b / g andSj^^/Q such that ^ / G =  (M/Gy-k, B/ G)  
is a stratified fibre bundle.
Proof. The following gives an outline for a proof
1. For any S  G S m  the restriction •0 =  (5 ,7r|s,5,r) is a fibre bundle with 
typical fibre Fg. Then for p G C the bundle g ■ if = {g • S,TT\g.s,g ■ St,) is
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isomorphic to the bundle 0  as the following diagram
5  ....  > Stt
g - S  g - S ,  
is commutative since t t  is an equivariant map.
2. Show that
ttg-s =  :r|G.g : G • S  G - St, 
is a G equivariant fibre bundle with typical fibre G • F 5 .
3. The action of G on G 5  and G • S t, respectively are both proper ac­
tions as the restriction of a proper group action to a submanifold is also 
proper. Applying the equivariant fibre bundle theorem 3.2.3 gives that 
0  =  (Syk^yST,) is a stratified fibre bundle. However the orbit types of 
G ■ S  and G • Sj, are both fixed to Gs and Gg^ respectively so 0  is in fact 
a fibre bundle,
□
7.2.2 Develop the Theory of Stratified Fibre Bundles
Given a stratified space M  with stratification S m  it possible to define the strat­
ified tangent bundle T M  of M  as the union of the tangent bundles of each 
stratum  (see [PfiOl]). That is
T M =  I I T 5
SgSm
w i t h  projection t t  : T M  —> M  given by
7t( v ) =  7 r r s ( v )
where v  G T 5, 5  G S m  and ttts : T S  —> S  is the projection on the tangent 
bundle T S . W ith this definition the stratified tangent bundle T M  becomes a
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stratified fibre bundle whose restricted bundles are all vector bundles. Thus 
T M  can be called a stratified vector bundle.
Given the stratified tangent structure of M  it is possible to ask questions 
about the stratified analogues of all the constructions for ordinary fibre/tangent 
bundles. For example
1. Stratified vector bundles
Given a stratified tangent bundle is it possible to construct bundles from 
the usual operations on vector spaces for example direct sum, tensor prod­
uct and dual space? Locally on each stratum  the construction would go 
through but globally the fibres would have to be knitted together some 
how to produce a total space. Having defined stratified forms would it 
be possible to construct a stratified De Rham operator and corresponding 
stratified co-homology groups?
2. Homotopy sequence of a stratified fibre bundle
Is it possible to construct a stratified version of the long exact sequence of 
homotopy groups of a traditional fibre bundle? In the case of a G proper 
equivariant fibre bundle ^ =  (M, 7t,H) maybe the homotopy groups of 
the total space M /G  and the base B /G  can be replaced with their G 
equivariant equivalents.
3. Classification of stratified fibre bundles
Are there analogues of pull back bundles, principal bundles, associated 
bundles and universal bundles in the stratified setting? If so would it 
be possible to use universal stratified bundles to classify stratified fibre 
bundles up to homotopy? Also given a universal stratified bundle would 
it be possible to determine the ring structure of its stratified co-homology 
groups and then use generators to define stratified characteristic classes?
Some of these questions have been the focus of active research over recent 
years, including [BF04], [Sja05] which both deal with aspects of stratified de
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Rham theory, [BF04] which deals with aspects of pull back, associated and 
principal stratified fibre bundles and [GM88] which deals with intersection ho­
mology theory. Many different approaches have been followed but as of yet no 
unified coherent picture has emerged.
7.2.3 Prove the Reduced Phase Space Conjecture
A proof is required of conjecture 5.3.1 describing the reduced phase spaces 0\^a  
of the torus action on the coadjoint orbit Ox as stratified fibre bundles. 
Using the notation introduced in the conjecture a possible outline proof is as 
follows
1. For regular values a  of the momentum the lift Ôx.ot — C SU{n)
is a X invariant submanifold of Ox where jl : SU (n) —> is
the lifted momentum map.
2. Show that the restricted bundle ^x,a =  {0x,cxy‘^ x,a^ is a stratified
bundle by proving that for all e G 5^^^  ^ there exists an open set U C Se,a
containing e such that for all e ' G (7
ÔA,a n  {SU{n -  l)AeO =  Ôx,a G {SU{n -  l)Ae)
3. Show that the orbit type stratification of the x  action on 0x,a  
is compatible with the stratification given in point 2 of 0x,a  as a stratified 
fibre bundle.
4. Apply th e  e x te n d e d  e q u iv a r ia n t  s t r a t i f ie d  f ib re  b u n d le  c o n je c tu re  7.2.1 to  
th e  X a c t io n  o n  th e  r e s t r ic te d  b u n d le
For non-regular values a  of the momentum Ox,a is a stratified space. At­
tempt to apply procedure 1 to 4 of the outline proof above by showing that all 
three stratifications of Ox,a are compatible.
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